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THE EACC WELCOMES THESE NEW LEAPS WHO PASSED THE MAY 1997 EXAM

LAST NAME FIRST NAME CITY STATE LAST NAME FIRST NAME CITY STATE

AHERN-GRUNDLAND ADRI SAN DIEGO CA GIDEL JOYCE A ALBANY CA

ALBANO ANTOINEiTE GRESHAM OR GLASS HAROLDI EDMONTON CANADA

ANNARINO EMILY WASHINGTON DC GONCALVES MARIA ST LOUIS MO

ARONOFF DEREK N f~ONTREAL CANADA GRAF LAWRENCE R MALDEN MA

BAGBY RICHARD B PINEVILLE NC HAJEK MANDIE J CHICAGO IL

BALKIN MARTHA C HONOLULU HI HANDELMAN TODD CHEVY CHASE MD

BARBRE JEAN YORBA LINDA CA HANSBURG-HOTSON CHRISTINE MILWAUKEE WI

BATCHELOR-CASTER CARLA S SHERRARD IL BOTH MARY ANN NASHVILLE TN

BEHRINGER MICHELLE CENTERVILLE OH HEGARTY JUDITH DOWNINGTOWN PA

BENNET LINDA C ST CHARLES IL HILL ELIZAEBTH L NORFOLK VA

BENSON KATHRYN J FEDERAL WAY WA HODGE VINCENT FORT WASHINGTON MD

BOYD ESTER GRAND BLANC MI HOLBEN CAROL A SAN PEDRO CA

BRACE MICHAEL ALBANY NY HOLM SCOTT CLINTON IA

BRAUER GARY C GERMANTOWN TN HOLTAN ANNETTE P SCHERERVILLE IN

BRICKER DENNIS R WAYNESBORO PA HOROWITZ DAVID N PHOENIX AZ

BRODY JANET SOUTHFIELD MI HUDDLESTON LINDSAY SOUTHFIELD MI

BROWN ANN S GLEN MILLS PA HUETE-LEHMAN CAROLIN LOS ANGELES CA

BROWN DEBRA STOCKBRIDGE GA JOHNSON-GEE KAREN S VIRGINIA BEACH VA

BROWN JANIS L OVERLAND PARK KS JOSLIN MARTHA D VIRGINIA BEACH VA

BROWN-JOHNSON LUANNE UNIVERSITY HTS OH JUPIN PEER J LANCASTER PA

BRUNK J ELMER MUSCATINE IA KIRBY JONATHAN CLINTON MD

BUNCH CATHERINE L KANEOHE HI KOVAC LAUREN ZIONSVILLE IN

BURCH STEVEN WEST DES MOINES IA LANDIS DAVID ALBUQUERQUE NM

BURFORD MICHELE ROWLETT TX LANDRUM HELEN M EAST MOLINE IL

CAPEHART AMANDA L BELLINGHAM WA LARSEN FRANCIE R SPOKANE MO

CARRASCO PATRICIO H MUSCATINE IA LAUDERDALE SUSAN B JACKSONVILLE FL

CASHEL GARY E ARNOLD MO LE HERMIDA KRISSIE CHULA VISTA CA

CHAPIN THEODORE PEORIA IL LEE WILLIAM G BETHLEHEM PA

CLARK LISA R NEW ORLEANS LA LEGLER GARY KENOSHA WI

COLE KENDRA CHARLESTON IL LUNT ELIZABETH HARTFORD CT

COLEN VICTOR SARVER PA LYONS PAUL CHRIS BELLINGHAM WA

COLWELL MARTY E WATERLOO IA MACK GREGORY YPSILANTI MI

CONLEY DEBRA A TEXAS CITY TX MAINS KEVIN A ALBUQUERQUE NM

CONSALUI NINA RICHMOND VA MAXWELL DAVID D XENIA OH

COUTHEN JERI L MILILANI HI MAYS JAMES D ROCKFORD IL

COYLE PATRICIA NORTH HAVEN CT MCCORMICK DEBORAH EXETER RI

CRUMBAKER DIANNE DESOTO KS MCHALE DONNA DANVILLE CA

DARGEL ROBERT ANN ARBOR MI MCKINNIE ROBERT W SANTA FE NM

DARNELL JEFFREY DENVER CO MENEKSHE ROSE M BURLINGAME CA

DASHIELL DENNIS R BELLINGHAM WA MEYER HERMANN M ATHENS AL

DINGES DIANA LAS VEGAS NV MIREMONT GAY NEW ROADS LA

DISKIN PETER D BROOKLYN NY MISENER BETH B ROCKY RIVER OH

DOEHNE MARY E JACKSONVILLE FL MITCHELL .KEN KENOSHA WI

DOLAN JOHN J BRIARCLIFF MANOR NY MOELLER HENRY G BECKER MN

DOWD REBECCA L NEWBURY PARK CA MORRIS TONI R SPRINGFIELD TN

DOWNING LYNNE WARREN NJ MUNZ ROGER G NAPLES FL

DRESSEL TERESE WHEATON IL NETTLES-LECHEBO SANDRA FAIRPORT NY

DREW CATHERINE TORONTO CANADA NICHOLS CANDIS C LAKE CHARLES LA

DYER JAMES L ALMOND NY NOVE EVA CHARLOTTE NC

EAST KATHY A ANOKA MN NURNEY ELEANOR RICHMOND VA

EATON CARYLEE PORTLAND OR O'MALLEY BETH SCOTTSDALE AZ

ENDICK ARNOLD EAST BRUNSWICK NJ OCL00 NONA GARY IN

EPLING ELIZABETH A DAVENPORT IA PARSONS LYNN C GREENVILLE SC

ETEMADIEH FARNAZ EMERYVILLE CA PAWSON C CHRISTOPHER TOLEDO OH

FISHER KRISTIN D SILVER SPRING MD PERKINS MICHAEL J MESA AZ

FITZBURGH EILEEN COLUMBUS OH PEfRANTO ANGELA W TRENTON NJ

FORBES SANDRA E MILWAUKEE WI PHELPS SUSAN WINTER PARK FL

GARMAN LISA HALIFAX NOVA SCOTIA PITMAN MARTHA J WARWICK BERMUDA

GAVEL SUSAN VANCOUVER CANADA PONCIROLI ARIA SANTA FE NM

GESSERT NORA J YPSILANTI MI continued on back cover
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services. Page 15

Working Together: What You Don't Know May Hurt You
Family-of-origin issues are probably affecting your work family. Here's how you can
help. Page 18

Healthy People Make Healthy Businesses
Here's another look at family-of-origin issues and resources to deal with them. Page 20

Balancing Work/Family Responsibilities: The UAW-GM Approach
EAPA member Karla Swift describes the UAW-GM resources for childcare and elder-
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Front Desk ~xcha e~~
This month's message is from EAPA Exchange Advisory

Committee Member Joe Kraus, CAP ADVISORYCOMMITTEE 1997

James T. Wrich, Chairman

A mood Sense of Direction Chicago, IL
312-362-9500

For some EA professionals like me, it seems that work and family issues are Tamara Cagney, CEAP

those things that happen between work and conferences. Having a family of four Pleasanton, CA

children, ranging in age from 12 to 21, and a new grandson, born on May 5, 510-426-9681

keeps my wife and me in a constant state of movement. We are hopeful that, with ~
divine guidance, we are heading in the right direction. When that direction is } Jim Carpenter, CEAP

altered by the surprises introduced by the loved ones in my life, it has an impact ' Detroit, MI

on my "professional" performance. I become drained, unfocused, and unable to 313-926-5331

listen.
My program teaches me that I'm not that unique and that problems such as Elena 8. Carr, CEAP

these may affect others in the same way. In this issue of the EAPA Exchange, we Falls Church, VA

will read about how to see the similarities between our home families and our 703-207-8546

work families.
Our lead article on page 12, describing how and why EA professionals should David L. Coles, CEAP

work with work/life professionals, was written by Mary Ellen Gornick, co-presi- Houston, TX

dent of the Alliance for Work/Life Professionals in Des Plaines, Illinois. On page 713-676-3540

15, EAPA member Steve Alper joins Wisconsin Works Administrator Barbara
Armstrong in explaining how employee assistance will be a valuable part of a new Joseph J. Kraus, CEAP

state program, geared to help welfare recipients get back into the workplace. Oak Creek, WI

Psychologist Kris Bronson explains on pages 18 how family issues of the past 414-768-2465

become part of the workplace issues of the present. On page 20, EAPA member
Marianne Carroll adds a description of her experiences with the same issues and Tim McGinnis, CEAP

provides some useful titles for those who want to learn more about this challeng- Toledo, OH

ing issue. And wrapping up the work/family perspective on page 22 are EAPA 419-470-5130

member Karla Swift and Molly Katko of General Motors who describe the award-
winning work/family services available to the International Union, UAW and Nelen McGlynn

General Motors staff members. St. Louis, MO

Carolyn Highley-Marchington's article on page 26, describing the traits of 314-768-3830

EAPs in the United Kingdom is a must-read for EA professionals in any country.
And the article on page 28 explains how community hospice organizations offer Tom Pasco, CEAP

EAPs a valuable and cost-effective resource on dealing with grief and other issues. Southfield, MI

On behalf of the FAPA Exchange Advisory Committee, I urge you to take a 810-448-7567

few extra moments to catch up on the EAPA news and events throughout the
issue. You will be particularly pleased to read EAPA President Don Magruder's Crystal Naymen Simms

description on page 4 of an issue that had concerned many people. Newark, DE 19808

Finally, be sure to check out the Annual Conference Host Committee mem- 302-764-1374

bens on page 10-11. They look forward to seeing you in Baltimore in November
and so do I. Kay Springer

EAPA Headquarters

Sincerely, 703-522-6272

Joe Kraus, CEAP COt~ig lil tj1C ylCXt LSSUC:
Member Managed Care:
EAPA Exchange Advisory Committee What's In It for FAPs?
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Sundown M Ranch
Established 1968

The oldest residential alcohol and drug addiction treatment center in the state of Washington

We get Results Affordable Experienced
Our independent outcome Our costs are the most rea- Sundown M Ranch has been
studies show 68-72% of sonable in the nation. A 21- in operation since March
these individuals completing day inparient ADULT stay is 1968.Over 45,000 adults and
treatment are still clean and $2730 or $130 per day. A 28- adolescents afflicted with the
sober after the first year. day inpatient ADOLES- disease of alcoholism and

CENT stay is $4060 or $145 drug addiction have been led
per day. These prices include back to sober, productive

,~ psychiatric and medical con- lives by our dedicated, well-
~rA sultation, family counseling trained professional staff.

and family room and board.
Treatment is covered by
most insurances/managed
health care.
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President's
Pa e
Hats Off 'to
CoY2~2zttees
by Don Magruder, CEAP

APA is proud of its many
committees serving the diver-
sified interests of our many
EAPA members and friends.

While all of our committees have been
making excellent contributions, I'd like
to highlight the recent efforts of two
committees, in particular.

The Legislative and Public Policy
Committee is already malting prepara-
tions for the 1998 Public Policy
Conference, scheduled to take place on
April 19-21. This has become a particu-
larly important event for all those in the
EAP field, and the committee is starting
earlier this year to allow more time for
the work that needs to be done. Our
goal is to have each chapter send at least
one representative to the meeting. Please
start malting your own plans now!

New Code of Ethics

Since 1996, the Ethics Committee
has been hard at work revising the
EAPA Code of Ethics. Those of you
who attended the 25th Annual
Conference in Chicago will remember
that the proposed Code was presented

'n my last column, I explained that
the Association was facing some

tough issues, and that for the sake
of future healthy growth, we needed
to deal with issues through discus-
sions with the Board. Since then, I
have received letters from many
members, most of them indicating
that they wanted to support hiring
the labor position.

In June, I met in a special ses-
sion with some labor members and
certain members of the Executive
Committee to discuss what future

4 • EAPA EXCHANGE •July-August 1991

to members for comment during the
Open Forum. The revision has now
been completed and was approved by
the Board of Directors in June. The
new document consists of recom-
mended ethical guidelines for the
employee assistance profession.

The new Code of Ethics will be
available in a variety of ways. They
will be printed in a future issue of the
EAPA Exchange. The 1998 edition of
the EAPA Member Resource Directory

will include the revised Code, and you
may order a copy through the EAPA
Resource Center.

In the future, the Ethics
Committee expects to play an educa-
tional role with chapters. They will
write articles (to be published in
future issues of the EAPA Exchange)
and will promote training sessions at
the chapter level. To stimulate your
discussions, consider ordering at least
one copy of Ethical Dilemmas in

Worhpiace Counseling: A Case Booh, a
publication prepared by the Houston
Chapter in collaboration with EAPA
Headquarters. The book contains
many examples of ethical dilemmas,

action would be in the best interests
of the Association. During that meet-
ing we forged a proposal that was
acceptable to all parties. We then
presented the proposal during a spe-
cial meeting of the EAPA Board of
Directors. The Board accepted the
proposal and the decision was made
to hire three new full-time positions
in January 1998, with one of the
positions designated to serve our
labor members.

As Board members, we are elect-
ed by EAPA members and we serve

DON MAGRUDER,CEAP
EAPA President

,.~ _;,

which can be used to start discussions.
I have heard excellent comments
about this book, and have personally
found it to be of great value. I highly
recommend it to you. Copies cost
$14.95 each and are available from the
EAPA Resource Center (discounts avail-
able for large quantities).

Read Your EAPA Exchange

As I mentioned several times in this
column, much information about
EAPA and innovations in the EAP field
can be found in this and virtually
every issue of our magazine. Your
EAPA Exchange is much more than an
EAP magazine. It is a valuable source
of Association news and events of
importance to those in the EAP field.
It's also an especially economical way
to communicate important informa-
tion about the EAP profession, certifi-
cation, and the many, many other
important issues you need to know
about. Many of these issues affect our
jobs and most of them affect our pro-
fession. We need to stay informed,
particularly now when EAP licensure

to represent the interests of our
members. When so many members
indicate that a decision does not
represent their wishes, it behooves
the Board to revisit the matterand
reconsider the decision. Please always
remember that your opinion matters
to EAPA.

As your president, it was gratify-
ing to see such cooperation during
our discussion. I remain confident
that we will continue to move for-
ward to accomplish our many plans
for 1997.



is such a hot issue at the state level.
So please make a point to read the
Association news sections as soon as
possible after you receive each issue.

Let Your Vote Count

Here's an example of an important
topic coming up in the September/
October issue—the 1997 election of
officers. Although the actual ballot will
be mailed to you separately, your next
issue of the EAPA Exchange will carry
photos of the new candidates for office.

If you read the January/February
1997 issue, you would have seen on
page 14 that only 983 ballots were
received in time for the 1997 election.
That means that fewer than 22% per-
cent of our voting members chose new
officers. What does this mean? Are our
members too busy to vote? Or too
busy to read that they need to vote?

Whatever the reason, you will
want to exercise your right to indicate
whom you want to lead this
Association. As advocates in the work-

EXECUTIVE OFFICERS

Donald W. Magruder President
Jack Freckman Vice President
John Hooks Secretary
Linda L. Sturdivant Treasurer
Gregory P. Delapp President-Elect
George E. Cobbs Immediate Past President
Sylvia A. Straub Ex Officio Member

REGIONAL DIRECTORS

Samuel Todaro Eastern Region
Dotty Blum Mid-Atlantic Region
Tom Cole Mid-West Region
Scott Cullen-Benson North Central Region
Deborah Marsala Pacific Region
John Howard Southern Region
Skip Bradford Southwest Region
Donald G. Jorgensen, Jr. Western Region
George Grant Canadian Region
Stephen 6alliano International Region

SPECIAL DIRECTORS

Ruhy Richardson Diversity
Ted Mapes Labor
John F. Dempsey Internal Programs
Jim Printup Ezt~rnal Programs

CHAIRPERSON

Steven Posen Employee Assistance
Certification Commission

place, we should also be advocates for
those who will lead our Association
into the 21St century. So give some
serious thought to the upcoming elec-
tions. And mark your calendar. Make
a note that you want to cast a ballot
for new EAPA officers every
September. And check your EAPA
Exchange issues for important
Association news.

One final note: The Board has
reviewed and approved a proposal to
be an Outreach Associate in support
of an upcoming PBS television pro-
gram on substance abuse and addic-
tion. The series, which is being pro-
duced by Bill Moyers, will be aired on
PBS stations March 29-31, 1998. PBS
stations around the country will be
calling EAPA Chapter Presidents to ask
you and your members to participate
in local PBS events. This series, which
will feature EAPs as part of the solu-
tion to dealing with substance abuse
in the workplace, carries our endorse-
ment. If you are contacted, please offer
your support. Q

EAPA EXCHANGE

Kay Springer Editor

Published by:
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2101 Wilson Blvd., Suite 500
Arlington, VA 22201
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From the
COO
Me~~be~ Service- ~Cr~~i~~
~'~ou the Best
by Sylvia Straub, Chief Operating Officer

t a spring meeting of chapter
officers in District II
(Southern and Southwest

regions), the assembled representatives
voted on the following motion:

We, the officers representing EAPA chap-
ters in the Southern and Southwest
regions., sincerely request that paid staff of
EAPA International conduct 100 percent
of their business transactions with mem-
ber service as the main focus of attention.
Member service has already come a long
way. toward meeting that goal, but there is
still room for improvement. Member ser-
vice should serve as the determinant of
whether EAPA International is fu filling
its real reason for existence. 7o that end,
paid staff should overlay each action, pol-
icy, procedure, and member interaction
with the question, "Is my action in the
absolute highest and best interest of the
member with whom I am interacring?"

The motion was the focus of a
recent staff meeting where the staff
agreed on procedures for handling
member requests. These procedures
were incorporated into my response to
chapter officers of the two regions, as
well as to chapter officers of the other
eight regions within EAPA. I'd like also
to share that response with all members.

The staff appreciates the statement
that "member service has already come
a long way toward meeting that goal,"
and we recognize that there is still room
for improvement. We feel it is important
for all members to have a understanding
of some of the circumstances under
which the staff is worlang.

On the positive side, and with the
support of the Board and the member-
ship, we have been able to update our
office technology and now have e-mail

6 • EAPA EXCHANGE • JulyAugust 1991

and more up-to-date computers. We
will soon be putting in a new phone
system that will help us to process
member calls more efficiently and free
up the receptionist to some extent to
fulfill more member requests on the
spot. We have also initiated a web site
(see information on page 7) that is easi-
ly accessible to members and has infor-
mation about Association activities.

On the less positive side, we still
have a staffing shortage in the headquar-
ters office. At one time, 22 staff members
in the office were serving the needs of
our approximately 6,800 members and
3,000 non-member CEAPs, and now
there are 15. Our staff ratio is roughly
one staff person for every 650 members
and non-member CEAPs (who receive
services from the Certification
Department). To put this in perspective,
this is the highest ratio of the 16 associa-
tions that belong to the Council of
Human Resource Management
Associations (COHRMA), of which
EAPA is a member. The vast majority of
associations in this group have one staff
person for every 200-300 members.

Given these factors, staff proposed
the following plan:
• We will answer phone calls and

e-mail messages within two busi-
ness days, or less.

• If the matter requires urgent atten-
tion, we ask that you tell the recep-
tionist and request that a message
be given to the appropriate staff
person. The receptionist can tell
you if the staff member you are try-
ing to reach is on vacation or other-

wise out of the office. This may
mean that you will need to take the
matter to the individual's supervisor

if it cannot wait until the staff per-
son returns to the office. If you use

e-mail, your message should state
that the matter is urgent.
If you do not receive a timely
response to a phone call or an
e-mail message, you may contact
the staff member's supervisor or me
by phone or e-mail, and one of us
will get back to you. Again, please
let us know if the matter is urgent.
(Your EAPA Member Resource
Directory has a listing of all staff
members by department on page ii.)

We also remind callers of the fol-
lowing:
• Staff must follow Association poli-

cies set by the EAPA Board, the
EACC, and the COO and do not
have the authority to bend policies
at a caller's request.
Some issues cannot be handled by
staff because they require legal
assistance, or we do not have the
person power to do in-depth
research on complex issues on short
notice. We will always attempt to
refer callers in these cases to indi-
viduals, organizations, or publica-
tions that we think might be help-
ful to them.

• It is always helpful if, when callers
leave a message in voice mail, they
spell their last names and give the
phone number slowly.

• Some forms of communication have
limitations. For example, if a staff
member is out of the office, he or
she will not know if you have sent
an e-mail message or a fax. When
in doubt, make phone contact
through the receptionist.
The staff and I are committed to

improving member service, and we
believe the preceding measures will be
useful in achieving that goal.



What's New?

• EAPAs new exhibit booth has
been completed and made its
debut at the Society for Human
Resource Management
Conference at the end of June
(see photo on inside back cover).
We are eager for members to see
it at the Annual Conference in
Baltimore. Kudos to Kay Springer
who managed the production and
design of the new booth.

• EAPA also has a new logo. Please

see p. 41. The logo was requested
and voted on by the Board of

Directors at its April meeting.
• Molly Marlatt, who recently grad-

uated from the University of
Maryland with a master's degree
in social work, and a specializa-
tion in employee assistance, has
joined the Resource Center for the
summer while EAPA searches for
a new Resource Center manager.

• Several chapters have requested an

extension of the membership cam-
paign, and I'm happy to report
that the Executive Committee has
voted to extend the campaign to
the end of the year.

• Preparations for the 1997 Annual

Conference in Baltimore have

moved into high gear. You will
soon receive the advance pro-
gram, and we would like to let all

members know that there are
some opportunities for their com-

panies and unions to support
general and specific conference

activities through donations. For
further information, please con-
tact Leesa Kuo at 703-52.2-6272.
Finally, I would like to express

my appreciation to Jeff Durkin, who,
in addition to serving as office man-
ager, assistant to the Board and the
COO, and de facto manager of

EAPA's management information sys-

tems (MIS), has designed and

installed EAPA's web site. Jeff worked
on the web site in his "spare time,"
and has produced what I believe will
be a very useful communications tool
for members. Many, many thanks,
Jeff! If you'd like to take a look at
EAPA on the Internet, you should

contact: www. eap-association. com. 0

As we were going to press, we received word that the EAPA Exchange has received an APEX
'97 Award for Publicafions Excellence in the category of Most Improved Magazines,
Magapapers, and Journals. Congratulations to the editor, Kay Springer; to our graphics
designer, Andy Simmons of Simmons Design; and to the members of the EAPA Exchange
Advisory Committee for their leadership in EAP issues.

Cheek It Out: The New EAPA Web Site
by Jeffrey Durbin, Computer Guy

After weeks of slaving away aver a hot computer, I was asked to write a few lines about our web site. The best
advice I can offer is to fire up your browser, go to www.eap-association.com and see what's there.
However, for those of you who would like a little preview, please read on.
The most important thing in web site design is content. As you roam cyberspace, you will come upon many

sites that look great and are absolutely useless. Obviously, no one gave much thought to content. When I was design-
ing EAPA's site, I decided early on to go with function over form. The site was constructed with the user in mind.

You will find a wealth of information presented in an easy-to-use format. Whether you're looking for CEAP infor-
mation, useful documents, dates of upcoming meetings, chapter events, or just an easy way of contacfing the staff,
you'll find it there. And in the future, we'll be offering a pasting board, a jobs board, on-line ordering of publications,
user surveys, and a host of other features.

We are trying to make this site as user-friendly and user-useful as passible. I would encourage anyone who has
ideas for site expansion to take a look at what is there and then let me know your suggestions by phone (703-522-
6272 and ask far Jeff) or e-mail (eapoffman@aol.com).

Now get on-line and enjoy.
....................................................................................................................................................................

EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE
PROGRAM COUNSELOR

Union Carbide Corporation, a multinational Fortune 500 chemical
company has an immediate opening for an Employee Assistance

Counselor for our South Charleston, WV location.

Must have a Master's Degree in a behavioral or healthcare field & be
capable of being licensed to provide counseling services in the state
of WV. Must also have experience in a broad range of counseling, and
be a Certified Addictions Counselor, 4-8 years prior Employee
Assistance Program experience is strongly preferred. U.S. Citizen-
ship or legal authorization to accept full time employment is required.

Submit resume, cover letter and salary requirements. Apply in writing
only, telephone inquiries will not be accepted. Send Information
to: Union Carbide Corporation, Employee Assistance Program
Counselor -Job #43-97, P.O. Box 8877, South Charleston, WV 25304

An Equal Opportunity •
Affirmative Action Employer ~ ~ ~
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Survey Shows Reservoir of
Mistrust Built Up During
Years of Corporate
Restructuring

According to a survey conducted by
The Conference Board, a world research
and business membership organization,
company managers in the U.S. and
Europe are trying to rebuild their credi-
biliry among employees whose business
envirorunent has been drastically altered.
Two-thirds of the 92 U.S. and European
companies who participated in the sur-
vey said they are facing a reservoir of
employee mistrust that has bufft up dur-
ing years of upheaval and restructuring
in business. Fifty-eight percent of com-
panies responding said they encountered
morale problems, with employee mis-
trust and flagging morale identified more
often by American companies than by
those outside the U.S.

Employees in more than half the
companies said that interesting, chal-
lenging work and open communication
are the two conditions they value most
highly. Job security was in the mid-
range of vital job conditions, and it's
considered far more important outside
the U.S. Employee survey participants
said that commitment (53%), trust
(48%), and accountability (34%) were
the behaviors most critical to their orga-
nizations. Company executives said the
behaviors most important to them are
accountability (40%), commitment
(39%), and empowerment (30%).

According to The Conference
Board's researcher Helen Axel,
"Companies are discovering that the
odds are not all in their favor in creating
a new work environment that will moti-
vate employees and spur productivity.
Employees have clear expectations
about their employers, and in an era
when motivation, commitment, and tal-
ent are in short supply, organizations are
beginning to be more responsive to
employee needs."

The full report, which costs $15
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per copy to Conference Board members
and $60 to non-members, is available
by calling their Customer Service
department at 212-339-0345.

Work-Life Initiative Users Are
the Most Committed to the
Company

The May 1997 issue of Worh and
Family Trend Report interviewed
Dupont's Work-Family Director Charles
Rodgers who said that he had recently

conducted a survey, with many of the
same questions asked in 1985, and
compared the results. The survey was
conducted to test the premise that
work-life initiatives could impact work-

er commitment. The conclusion: Users
of work-life initiatives were the compa-
ny's most committed employees.

Survey Shows Baby Boomers
Want the Good Life But They
Haven't Necessarily Started
Saving for It

A survey of 1,140 Baby Boomers with
household incomes of at least $30,000
revealed that Baby Boomers have a sig-

nificandy different perception of their

retirement experience than their parents.
Boomers anticipate that they will switch

from their primary careers earlier than
their parents' generation did, or will not

retire at all. Boomers plan to live more

actively in retirement than their parents

and view the period in terms of oppor-

tuniry, not as a "state of exile."
The survey, which was conducted

by the National Center for Women

and Retirement Research at
Southamptom College of Long Island
University, also showed that Boomer

visions of retirement lifestyle appear to
be on a collision course with [heir
financial preparedness. For more
information on the survey results, call
Dr. Hayes at 516-283-4827. To
request a free copy of the "Hey That's
My Retirement Money!" calculator, call
1-800-SCUDDER, ext. 3220.

1Vlassachusetts Offers EAP
Partnership Project to Support
Employees with Disabilities

Massachusetts has launched a
statewide program to help EAPs obtain
information and services for disabled
employees. The goal of the program—
the EAP Partnership Project—is to
streamline access to services that allow
employees with disabilities to work and
maintain their employment. The pro-
gram was initiated to help companies
comply with the American with
Disabilities Act.

Before this program was intro-
duced, EA professionals often spent
large amounts of time wading through
various possibilities. The EAP
Partnership Project directs EA profes-
sionals to one central number for their
inquiries. The Project then develops
local connectors with state agencies,
community rehabilitation providers, or
independent living centers. EA profes-
sionals are finding that the Project has
expanded their resource contacts. In
addition, there is rarely a need for
Project staff intervention.

Massachusetts state agencies, com-
muniry rehabilitarion providers, and
independent living centers work daily to
address the vocational needs of indi~idu-
als with disabilities. Participating state
agencies include: the Massachusetts
Rehabilitation Commission; the
Department of Mental Health; the
Department of Mental Retardation; the
Department of Public Health, Bureau of
Substance Abuse Services; the
Massachusetu Commission for the Blind;
and the Division of Employment and
Training. There is also a large statewide
network of community rehabilitation
providers and independent living centers.

For more information, ca11617-
204-3854 or write to the Massachusetts
Rehabilitation Commission's Office of
Employment Services, 27-43
Wormwood Street, Boston, MA 02210;
(f~) 617-727-1354. Q
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Members of the 1997 EAPA Annual Conference Host
Chapter were recently asked, "How is your EAP building

bridges to the workplace of the future?"

Phil McKenna, CEAP, of Baltimore Gas and Electric's
(BG6zE) Employee Medical Assistance Service said that
because his company is focusing on a merger with Pepco to
form a new company, Constellation Energy Corporation,
his efforts are twofold. "First, we must maintain the foun-
dation of this bridge by keeping the core technologies of
the current in-house EAP strong and active," said
McKenna. "We are doing this by strengthening our rela-
tionship between our merger-stressed BGS~'E population
and the provider network that serves them."

He said the second-part of his twofold efforts is to focus
on creating a new, quality provider network in the
Washington, D.C. metropolitan area and reaching out to
Pepco employees to view the EAP as a primary resource for
assistance.

Jim O'Hair, CEAP, director of the Employee-.and .Family
Assistance Program at Northrup-Grumman, indicated that
changing workplace demographics are heralding a new era
for EAP services. "Our new name, which emphasizes fam-
ilies, reflects these changing demographics, said O'Hair.
"We need to do a better job of serving families and depen-
dents."

O'Hair also believes that EAPs of the future will remain
faithful to the core technologies while taking a leading role in
other areas, such as disability management. and' organization-
al development. Other areas ofinvolvement may include tak-
ing amore active role in coordinating services, such as con-
flict resolution and stress management programs.

Lori Raggio, CEAP, of the Sheppard Pratt Health Plan, said,
"We are building bridges to'the workplace of the future by
becoming a partner with our client companies." Because
dynamic changes are occurring in the workplace, modem

companies want more from their EAP Raggio explained, "We
meet the needs of our clients by getting to laiow their
employees and managers as well as the principles and prac-
tices of their organizations." She indicated that her company
already provides numerous services, including organizational
consulting, dependent care assistance, and around-the-clock
availability of nurses and doctors.

Rob White, CEAP, of the University of Maryland Medical
System's EAP, stated that his group needed to adopt new
strategies for the healthcare environment by providing both
EA services and managed care services for the plan. "We do
it all," said White, "including pre-authorization, utilization
review, initial claims payment, and short-term counseling
and referral."

White echoed the sentiments expressed by other FAP
managers by saying, "Finding ways to stay relevant to the
organization is the key." His EAP is currently advising the
workers' compensation committee and contract services on
selecting companies in the area.

Joe Lemmon, CEAP, of the JSL Consulting Group, stat-
ed that client companies respect and are interested in
data that make a case for the EAP. "Our clients want to
know that the EAP is directly impacting their' bottom
line," said Lemmon, "so keeping them up to speed on
meaningful- statistics. is critical." Lemmon agreed with
other CEAPs about becoming an indispensable partner in
the quest for organizational health. He said it is impor-
tant to listen to client companies and become a member
of their team. He indicated that his clients have been
requesting more services, such as workplace violence
prevention programs and downsizing/career counseling
services.
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Conference Co-Chairs:

Lori Raggio and Trish Meissner

Community Outreach Co-chairs:

Mike Parrish and Judy Slaughter

Exhibits Committee Co-chairs:

Dee Davenport &Tom O'Neill

Fun RunlWalk Committee Co-
chairs:

Karen Lilly and Bernie McCann

Fund-raising Committee Co-
chairs:

Phil McKenna, Jim 'Hair, and Robert White (not pictured)

Labor Committee Advisor:

Wait Dolata

Labor Committee Co-chairs:

(not pictured) Frank Lawson and Pete 
Ross

Program Committee 
Representatives:

Bernie McCann &Jim O'Hair

Public Relations Committee Co-
chairs:

Susan Dudley &Joe Lemmon

Registration Committee Co-chairs:

Joyce Anderson &David Lower

Room Monitor Committee Co-
chairs:

Michael Bowman &Tamara Shea

Special Events Committee Co-chairs:

"Choo-Choo" Charlie Williams and 
Barbara McKenna

~s

Lori Raggio

#',

Mike Pamsh

Trish Meissner

Judy Slaughter

Dee Davenport Tom O Neill Karen Lilly
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by Mary Ellen Gornich

or the past 20 years, employee assistance programs
and work/life service providers have e~sted in
client organizations as distinct and separate enti-
ties. As customers needs change, both EAPs and

work/life service providers are responding with new mod-
els of service delivery. At the basis of the changing customer
needs are advances in technology and a more competitive
global market. The changes in the business environment
have resulted in a changing social contract between the
employee and the employer, requiring that employees be
proactive in managing their careers and personal lives.
Employers are viewing employees more holistically—as
individuals who bring who they are to what they do. Today,
effective employees take responsibility for achieving bal-
ance in all aspects of their lives. With this more holistic
view of employees, employers are looking at the provision
of EAP and work life services in a new light.

EAP and work/life service providers are responding to
changing customer demands with new models of services
that range from fully integrated services to strategic
alliances. During this. time of transition, many professionals
in both fields are left with questions: Is it possible to fully
integrate the services? Are EAP and work/life services the
same?

A closer look at the work/life field will provide a greater
understanding of the broad work life continuum in which
work/life professionals function. It will also provide greater
insight into how to increase synergy between the two fields.

The term "work life " is only a few years old. The pro-
fessional organizations that represent the work/life field
symbolize its evolution. In the mid-1980s the Association
of Child Care Consultants International (ACCCI) was
formed. In the early 1990s the National Work and Family
Alliance arrived on the scene and in 1996 the two dynam-
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is organizations merged to become the Alliance of
Work/Life Professionals (AWLP). AWLP encompasses a
broad multidisciplinary constituency involved in the field.
AWLP's mission is to unite, support, and provide leader-
ship to individuals, organizations, and communities in
order to promote work/family and personal life balance.

It is this shared focus on the individual, the organiza-
tion, and the community that makes up the "work/life con-
tinuum." Understanding how work/life professionals func-
tion in each segment of the continuum will provide a
greater understanding to the definition of the term
work/life and will provide clarity as to how to enhance the
relationship between the fields so we can improve services
to our clients.

The core of the work/life continuum is individual effec-
tiveness. As management consultants, work/life profession-
als help organizations create environments where employ-
ees can contribute to overall effectiveness of the organiza-
tion. Their goal is to assist organizations in creating envi-
ronments where employees are invested in their job
responsibilities, while taking initiative and performing with
creativity. It has been demonstrated that work/life programs
contribute to organizational effectiveness and profitability.
work/life professionals impact the lives of individuals as
providers of direct services, such as comprehensive depen-
dent care referral services, high-quality child-care pro-
grams, and educational opportunities directed at personal
growth. As resource developers, work/life professionals
increase the infrastructure of communities by building the
capacity of services to enhance the quality of life of the res-
idents. Functioning within this broad continuum of
work/life requires a variety of skills and competencies, as
evidenced by the multidisciplinary specialists represented
by the field:
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• childcare
• eldercare
• adult development
• management
• organizational development
• diversity
• training
• research

How the work/life professional functions in the three
separate environments of the work/life continuum demon-
strates the distinct specialties, while maintaining a central
focus: individual effectiveness.

The Organization

In the role of management consultant, the work/life
professional contributes to the process of increasing orga-
nizational effectiveness. Involvement in this process
includes organizational assessments directed at work/life
issues, designing comprehensive work/life strategic plans,
and appraising the feasibility of employee benefits, such as
childcare centers, dependent care referral programs, and
subsidy programs. Once the programs have been imple-
mented, work/life consultants are called upon to measure
the effectiveness of programs.

Work/life consultants help develop flexibility programs,
identifying appropriateness, designing policies and proce-
dures, developing communications, training managers, and
monitoring implementation. In the area of diversity, work/life
consultanu are involved in creating inclusion programs that
emphasize empowerment, while honoring clifferences.

The role of work life consultant continues to grow as
work/life prob ams become critical strategies to organiza-
tional growth. Organizations are undergoing significant
change to achieve greater market share and increase prof-
itability. Changes are directed at e~cpanding and sustaining
a customer base by improving products/services, utilizing
technological advances, and developing the best in class
work processes.

The employee provides a key competitive advantage to
corporations. To thrive in today's business environment,
companies depend on employees to be invested in antici-
pating and resolving customer concerns. Satisfied and
highly effective employees will ensure customer satisfaction
by taking initiative and approaching their jobs creatively.
Invested and satisfied employees are the competitive
advantage. Work/life programs are a critical success factor
in this picture.

The Individual

Both work/life and EA professionals can document that
today's workers continue to face great challenges in meet-
ing family and personal obligations, while maintaining a
high level of performance at work. Functioning as direct
service providers to individuals, work life professionals
provide childcare programs, personal growth seminars, and
dependent care referral programs.

It is this very specific service~lependent care referral—
where we see the greatest opportunity for overlap and inte-
gration. The models that have surfaced include EAP ven-
dors adding work/life departments, more streamlined sub-
contractual arrangements, or totally integrated services.
The existing models are national in scope. We predict that
new models will emerge because small and regional EAP
and work/life firms have shown great interest in continuing
to explore strategic alliances that will expand the scope and
depth of services to the individual.

In addition to linking with EAPs, dependent care refer-
ral is in the process of reinventing iuelf. On the side of the
work/life dependent care provider, there is great debate on
the best practice model for provision of service: Does it
require a centralized database, a local resource pool, or a
combination? There is also increased activity to use tech-
nology to provide greater access to resources. Another
dynamic is the addition of convenience services beyond
dependent care, which assist individuals in managing day-
to day responsibilities.

As we look at how the EAPs and work/life referrals link
up, we look to the unique characteristics of each of these
services. From the EAP perspective, services include a clin-
ical intervention for a family or emotional issue. On the
other hand, the work/life dependent care provider offers a
non-clinical response to a normal adjustment issue. While
the EAP is available to individuals who may need to access
resources that address a broad range of clinical issues, the
dependent care referral program is available to address nor-
mal life cycle adjustment issues that all individuals e~peri-
ence. From this viewpoint, EAPs and work life dependent
care providers complement and augment each other.

A few examples of how the two programs complement
each other are illustrated below:

A family may experience difficulties with aschool-age
child who has behavioral difficulties in school and has
begun to act out in their current after-school program.
The parent (employee) experiences a great deal of
anxiety and frustration regarding how to resolve this
situation. The dependent care referral service pro-
vides the parent with educational materials regarding
the normal developmental stages of a school-age
child, suggests strategies for worhing with the school
and/or teachers, and proposes several suitable after-
school care arrangements. If the child's behavioral dif-
ficulties persist or are outside the normal range of
conduct, the family will benefit from the EAP referrals
to mental health professionals who provide a thera-
peuric arrangement to work on the individual and
family system issues.

or

An individual may experience a major change in a
family situation after the death of one parent and the
debilitaring illness of another. I~he changes in this
family situation require that elaborate care arrange-
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ments be designed for the living parent. Additionally,
sibling relationships shift to accommodate the changes
in this situation. T`he referral service can provide the
individual with pertinent educational materials, sug-
gest strategies to deal with the family situation, and
propose a plan to meet the care needs of the family.
Meanwhile, the EAP provides the emotional and ther-
apeutic support by addressing issues of grief and
change in the family system.

Personal balance and individual
effectiveness are primary goals of
both the EAP and work/life profes-
sions. Individual needs will dictate
which service is warranted and how
each may provide appropriate assis-
tance. In some organizations, it may
be appropriate to bundle the services;
in others, separate services may be
more effective. The culture of the e
organization will dictate how to best
position the services. The individual
will dictate how to utilize the services
for maximum benefit.

EAP and work life practitioners
must develop strategies to engage in t
a proactive dialogue regarding how
to best position their respective ser-
vices in organizations. The dialogue
is just beginning, so we must con-
tinue to explore new and creative
ways of maximizing the natural synergy that exists between
the professions. The trend to achieve a higher quality of life
is evident. Individuals have put personal and family
responsibilities on the back burner for too long. It is now
time for employees to focus on themselves, their relation-
ships, and their community. Helping individuals achieve
this quality of life—a personal balance which results in indi-
vidual effectiveness—can be achieved with linking the ser-
vices of EAPs and work/life. We can further enhance exist-
ing services by continuing to define the interrelationship
between the fields and developing protocols for working
together. In serving clients, services from the EAP and
work life practitioner complement and augment each

resources tighten, work/life professionals are becoming
more creative at closing the service gaps by facilitating part-
nerships with municipalities, school districts, hospitals,
businesses, and local service providers. We are creating
unique models to develop school-age child care programs:
before- and after-school care, holiday care, summer care,
and sick-child care. The future will provide additional
opportunities to develop intergenerational and eldercare
programs. New issues will emerge in communities. As res-
idents move from welfare to work, work/life professionals

will be challenged to respond with
more creative solutions.

EAl' ~zv~cl wov~k/life
pv~~ctitione~s must
develop st~~zte~ies to
n~~~e ivy ~z ~v~o~zctive

di~lo~ue v~e~~~~in~
how to best position

heiv~ v~es~ective sev~vices

Z~2 0?~~'G~?22~G~t20YLS.
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The Community

At the level of community, the work/life professional
functions as a resource developer. The need for additional
community-based resources continues to grow, and both
individuals and business leaders are turning to communi-
ties to provide services. Work/life professionals provide
important functions., identifying the specific gaps in ser-
vices, bringing together stakeholders, and facilitating
opportunities for the formation of partnerships. As
resource developers, work life professionals are assisting
with the expansion of local infrastructures. As government
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NEXT STEPS: Enhance

the link

The link between EAP and work/life
takes place at the segment of the
continuum that focuses on the indi-
vidual. The EAP and work life inte-
grated models have, for the most
part, concentrated at the point of
service to the individual, combining
or enhancing work life dependent
care referral with EAP services. This
is where the two fields have the
greatest potential for interaction.
This link affords both fields with
opportunities to develop synergy. It
also creates many questions: What
is the impact of linking the services?

Is it to increase market share or enhance services to the
individual? How will we (EA professionals and work/life
professionals) know if we are successful? What are the cri-
teria? The emphasis to date has been on developing the
links. As we look to the future, we need to evaluate the
relationships and determine best practice models.

As we implement current models and develop new
approaches, it will be beneficial to focus on developing
protocols for working with clients. This will lead to a
way to measure the effectiveness of our services. We can
begin by utilizing quality assurance instruments to track
the impact on individuals in terms of outcomes, utiliza-
tion, and value. From the organizational perspective, we
can begin to look at costs and business impact. Using
objective criteria to measure the value of linking the EAP
and work/life services provides insight and direction to
future. Q

n Gornick is the co-president of the
~r Work/Life Professionals and Ares-
~e CPA Group in Des Plaines,
he CPA Group provides work/life
a and dependent care referral ser-
rganizations across the country. For
rmation, call her at 847-803-0712.
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by Steve Alper, Ph. D., CEAP and Barbara Armstrong

s welfare reform expands across the United
States, states are developing programs that
require welfare recipients to participate in job
training activities before they receive their

monthly financial assistance. The primary goal of welfare
reform is to help individuals find jobs so that they may
become financially independent. Many welfare recipients
experience personal problems that prevent them from
reaching these goals and from being successful in job train-
ing activities, job placement, and job maintenance. EA pro-
fessionals can assist with these personal problems. In fact,
EA professionals have a lot to offer the welfare population,
including assessment, referral, short-term problem solving,
and follow-up services for personal and emotional prob-
lems. But EAP services cannot help welfare recipients
unless they are coordinated with other services, such as job
training, transportation, and childcare assistance.

Welfare Reform in Wisconsin

Wisconsin welfare reform, known as Wisconsin Works
(W2), was designed to provide transition for participants
from subsidy dependence to financial independence. Slated
to begin in September 1997, W2, a replacement to Aid to
Families with Dependent Children (AFDC), is based on
building individual worker responsibility The mission of
W2 is to help individuals become financially independent
so that they can provide for their families.

W2 is available to all parents with minor children who
have certain income levels and financial assets. The W2
agency and the individual share the responsibility for
achieving economic self-sufficiency. A W2 agency team of
planners and employment specialists meet with each W2

participant to develop aself-sufficiency plan and determine
the participant's position on a four-level work readiness
ladder developed by the state of Wisconsin.

In Milwaukee, five agencies administer the Wisconsin
Works Program. Each agency has established its own
approach to helping people make the transition to eco-
nomic self-sufficiency within the guidelines established by
state and federal reform legislation. One of these agencies,
YW Works, was formed in the fall of 1996 and successful-
ly bid to become the W2 program provider for Region 1,
which is located in the central part of Milwaukee.

The YW Works approach is based on the four-level
work readiness ladder. Individuals are placed in one of the
four levels of work readiness:

1. Unsubsidized Employment—these individuals are consid-
ered ready to assume jobs and will be referred for imme-
diate employment in the private sector.

2. 
Trial Jobs (Subsidized Employment)—these individuals are
unable to locate unsubsidized employment. They will be
referred to subsidized trial jobs where the employer will
receive a subsidy to help offset training costs. Trial jobs
are expected to result in permanent employment.

3. Community Service Jobs—these individuals still need a
structured environment to practice work habits, develop
work skills, and develop work history. Participants in
community service jobs receive a monthly grant as pay-
ment for their participation.

4. W2 1"ransition—these individuals are unable to perform
independent, self-sustaining work, and will receive a
monthly grant for participating in activities that match
their ability levels.
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The YW Works Approach

YW Works is a limited liability corporation with three

members: the YWCA of Greater Milwaukee, Kaiser Group,

Inc., and CNR Health, Inc. YW Works will serve approxi-

mately 2,600 individuals and families in Milwaukee. The
YW Works member organizations bring an array of com-
plementary services and e~eriences to the W2 population
in Milwaukee:
• The YWCA of Greater Milwaukee has experience in

helping workers develop economic self-sufficiency
through job training programs in traditional and non-
traditional occupations.

• The Kaiser Group has experience in the establishing
work force development centers that link welfare partic-
ipants to job opportunities in surrounding counties. The
Kaiser Group also has e~erience in staff training.
CNR Health has experience in dealing with risk man-
agement issues, disability management, and EAPs.
The inclusion of EAP services in this approach estab-

lished YW Works as an innovative solution, focused not only
on employee placement, but on building the personal skills
necessary to manage life successfully while holding a job.

Population Characteristics of Milwaukee
W2 Participants

Certain characteristics of central city Milwaukee W2
participants indicate that this population has substantial
barriers to seeking and maintaining employment. For example:
• for 75 percent of this group, unemployment has been a

way of life for more than 1 S months.
• 50 percent of this population have not received their

high school diplomas.
• 60 percent do not have access to an automobile, which

could be problematic because more than 80 percent of
the available jobs are in outlying areas.

• 96 percent are single women with at least one child.
• 50 percent have never married.
• participants have an average of 2.4 children.
• at least 30 percent of this group require childcare assis-

tance, and there is a shortage of childcare openings,
especially during second and third shifts.

• 68 percent are African American, 19 percent are
Caucasian, 9 percent are Hispanic, 2 percent are Asian,
and 1 percent are Native Americans.
While these characteristic are not a sole indicator of suc-

cess or failure in the workplace, it is clear that W2 partici-
pants will need basic remediation of both work and life man-
agement skills to be successful members of the work force.

Barriers to Effective Workplace or Job
Training Functioning

Many W2 participants will experience barriers to job
training, job placement, and maintaining successful work-
place functioning, including:
• personal and emotional issues, such as behavioral health
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problems, relationship problems, and alcohoUdrug
abuse or dependency;

• difficulty accessing transportation;
• childcare resources and placement;
• deficits in j ob stalls;
• deficits in educational background.

A significant portion of the W2 participants will e~e-
rience one or more of these barriers. That is why it is
important to have a coordinated array of resources available
to address these barriers. In addition to EAP Services, YW
Works staff will provide:
• job skill development
• job placement services
• transportation assistance
• childcare assistance
• disability management

In order to be used successfully, these services must be
coordinated, aligned and integrated. The majority of YW
Works professional staff, including YW Works EAP staff,
will service W2 participants, who will be on-site. YW
Works case managers will receive training in how to utilize
and make referrals to the YW Works EAP. YW Works EAP
staff will receive referrals from YW Works case managers
who suspect that a personal, family, or emotional issue is
inhibiting successful job training or work performance. YW
Works EAP staff will have knowledge of the full array of
services available within YW Works. W2 participants will
receive an orientation to YW Works EAP in which they will
meet the EAP staff and learn what services are available as
well as how to access them.

Applying the EAP Core Technologies to
W2 Participants

In 1988, the EAP Association defined an EAP as:
• a worksite program designed to assist in the identifica-

tion and resolution of productivity problems associated
with employees impaired by personal concerns includ-
ing, but not limited to, health, marital, family, financial,
alcohol, drug, legal, emotional, stress, or other personal
concerns which may adversely affect employee job per-
formance.
Using this definition, YW Works will be considered the

worksite. YW Works will provide job training, house a job
center, develop community service jobs (subsidized
employment), and help develop and secure jobs in the pri-
vate sector (unsubsidized jobs). YW Works EAP will focus
on identifying and resolving personal concerns that are
adversely affecting W2 participants' ability to succeed in
job training, job placement, or job maintenance. YW
Works EAP will address these EAP core technologies:
• Idenfifuation of employee problems via documented evi-

dence of job performarue—YW Works EAP staff will assess
problems that W2 participants experience when progressing
in their training and job preparatory activities. YW Works
EAP staff and other YW Works professionals will commu-

continued on page 32



Step Up to a New Approach
by Elena Carr, CEAP

he efficacy and soundness of welfare reform is subject to great debate.
Though few argue that the welfare system of the past was not working, no
one really knows whether the new changes will produce the desired

results—to get able-bodied welfare recipients to go to work because they will
lose all benefits if they do not. But this much is clear: Without job training and
available job opportunities, there is no hope that the majority of welfare recipients
can make the change. As a result, states and local communities have incentives to
provide job training and economic development programs.

Despite training and jobs, individuals who receive welfare stand little chance of
securing steady employment if they also suffer from alcoholism or drug addiction
or other mental health problems, such as depression. A report by Drug Strategies*
conservafively estimates that from 5 to 39 percent of welfare recipients use alco-
hol and other drugs in ways that impair their ability to secure and keep jobs. It is
unlikely that this population will succeed in welfare-to-work transitions without
effective treatment, which could affect a state's overall job placement and welfare
exits significantly enough to undermine efforts to carry out welfare reform.

What EA Professionals Need to Know

Over the past six months, I have met with housing authority representatives
throughout the country who are interested in developing a specific program
approach to training and job development—known as Step-Up. My job has been
to encourage program sponsors to include support services to address substance
abuse issues. In particular, I have made them aware of the value of including an
EAP-type component that we have been calling the Step-Up Apprenfice Assistance
Program (AAP). In each of the four regional training sessions and in the soon-to-
be-published implementation manual, I have urged them to contact local EAPA
chapter members for expert assistance when developing their AAP services. I have
also urged them to get expert assistance for the programs that include drug test-
ing of applicants and/or participants.

Their needs may eventually include contracting for delivery of EAP services or hir-
ing an EA professional to provide services to Step-Up (and perhaps to the entire
Housing Authority). At first they will be looking for community partners to pa4rtici-
pate in the planning and development of the overall program. I encourage local
EAP chapters to consider being involved in these community initiatives to ensure
that Step-Up, or other training programs for welfare recipients, include effective
services to deal with substance abuse in the workplace. If you have questions,
please give me a call.

*From Implementing Welfare Reform: Solutions to the Substance Abuse
Problems, published by Drug Strategies, Washington, D.C., 1997. Copies are
available at no cost by calling 202-663-6090.

Elena Carr, LEAP, provides training and assistance to both labor unions and busi-
nesses that are implementing effective EAPs and MAPS. Prior to entering the EAP
field, Carr served as a Public Assistance Technician, providing intake and referral
services for those applying for welfare services.

The Facts About Step-Up

Goal:
Provide a foundation far long-term employment and self-sufficiency
Promote career development through apprenticeship

Target Participants:
Public and Native American housing residents
Other low-income individuals
(May include probationers and parolees)

Federal Support and Coordination:
Housing and Urban Development
Department of Justice
Department of Lobar
Health and Human Services

Local Sponsorship and Decisionmaking:
Housing Authority sponsorship
Policy and decision making at the local level
(Encourages local partnerships)

Program Components:
Paid work
Apprenticeship experience in various trades
Classroom instruction
Coordinated support services, such as childcare, transportation, public assistance

Potential Benefits:

For participants/apprentices
Training for unemployed and underemployed workers
Paid work in a praduc6ve work environment
Opportunities for new workers entering the work force
Availability of role models in the building trades
Idenfification of post-program options beyond apprenticeship
First step toward career long-term employment
Improved self-esteem

For existing skilled work force

Good jobs for skilled journeyworkers
Opportunity to serve as mentors, trainers, supervisors for apprentices
Contracts for building trades in residential housing market

For employers

Skilled/trained work force

For community

Economic sfimulus to create new jobs
Physical improvements to the local cammuni~y, including modernization of public
housing and neighborhood revitalization
Formation of new and more effective community partnerships
Renewed sense of community pride
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~~- -~ ~ -~ -~.~ ~~ WHATYOU DON'T KNOW MAY HURT YOU ...~ ..............

by Kris Bronson, Ph.D.

ork relationships are an important factor in
job satisfaction and job success. Employees'
relationships with coworkers can make the
difference between looking forward to

going to work and dreading it.
Human relationships at work are impacted by a very

complex interaction of factors including, but not limited to,
personality, gender, temperament, organizational structure,
interests, position, work environment, stress level, and past
relationships. This article will focus on how past relation-
ships, specifically relationships with one's family-of-origin,
impact relationships with coworkers.

Family-of-Origin Relationships Influence
Work Relationships

Family-of-origin relationships influence work relation-
ships through what has been called the "family drama." In
many ways, our families are like a cast of characters in a
play or drama. Each family member has his or her specific
role or personality including traits, characteristics, and
ways of interacting. To illustrate, think back to the family
in which you grew up. Think of each member of your fam-
ily, including yourself, and consider each family member's
personality traits and characteristics. What role did each
member play in the family? If you are able to conjure up
this image and hold it in your mind's eye, you will have a
sense of what is meant by the term "family drama." It is this
family drama that often gets recreated in workplace rela-
tionships, with both positive and negative results.

Susan is a good example. Susan grew up in a family
where her dad worked hard as a small business owner. He
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was a cheerful, outgoing man who loved to play outside
with his children. Susan's mom was a quiet, soft-spoken
woman—a devoted wife and mother. Jennifer, Susan's sis-
ter, was most similar to her mom, quiet and soft-spoken, a
maternal person who often helped take care of Susan.
Susan was most like her father, cheerful and outgoing.
Susan remembers loving everyone in her family but being
closest to her father. Susan sometimes felt a little left out by
her mom and sister because they were so close and she
didn't always share their interests.

Human beings learn how to function in relationships
from their families. For better or worse, people learn how
to relate with others by how they relate with their family.

At work, people may unknowingly use past relation-
ships to make sense of relationships with coworkers. They
may interpret current events based on their experiences
with past family-of-origin events.

Here is an example of how one might replicate a family
drama at work. If in one's family, father was seen as "the boss"
and he was someone to be feared and treated with great
respect and deference, then, in a similar fashion, one might
use this past experience to make sense of the relationship
with the boss at work. Based on experience in the family-of-
origin, aperson may think the boss expects to be feared and
treated with great respect and deference and will act accord-
ingly by fearing, respecting, and deferring to the boss.

In reality, this interpretation may or may not be accu-
rate for the workplace. The boss may have a management
style that demands respect and deference or may prefer
honest feedback and consensus building. When one uses
past e~erience to make sense of present relationships, the
application may not be appropriate.



Another catch to replicating the family drama at work
is that one may not get what he or she wants or needs. For
example, Susan, whom we discussed earlier, remembers
sometimes feeling left out by her mom and sister because
they were so close and she was different from them. Susan
may have a tendency to replicate this family drama at work.
She feels most similar to her male coworkers, shares their
interests in sports, and is competitive like many men in her
office. As a result, Susan develops closer bonds with the
men in her office and she feels somewhat left out by the
women in the office. Unfortunately, in this case, Susan is
not getting what she wants or needs by replicating the fam-
ily drama. Susan would like to be more connected to the
women at work,. but she feels distant from them. She wants
to get to know them better but is unsure how to do so.

Revising the Family Drama

The family drama does not need to be replicated.
People possess the ability to revise the family drama in
ways that allow them to change their relationships at work.

Let's go back to Susan. At work, Susan could seek out
coworkers (both male and female) with whom she shares
something in common. Instead of assuming that she will be
most similar to the men in her office, she could take the
time to get to lrnow both the men and women and cultivate
work relationships with whomever she feels a connection
to, regardless of gender. As a result, Susan could develop
strong relationships with a number of women and men at
the office. She would learn that she can be close with and
liked by both women and men. She realizes that she can
reach out to and share things in common with other
women and she develops the skills to do so.

Another example is Jake, who was the oldest child in
his family-of-origin. In his family, his role was to lead,
instruct, take charge, and coordinate. His parents and
younger brothers and sister expected him to have answers
and solutions. As a result, Jake's tendency in any new situ-
ation, including work, is to take charge by leading,
instructing, and coordinating. In many ways, this is the role
in which Jake feels most comfortable. Jake does not always
lihe to be cast in this same role, however. For one thing,
Jake realizes that he does not always have enough experi-
ence to take charge of a project. When he takes charge of a
project in spite of his level of e~erience, he feels extreme
distress. Another problem is that Jake finds that his
coworkers resent him for always taking charge. And, if Jake
always plays the leader, then he ends up with a lot of
responsibility at work—something he would rather share
with his competent coworkers.

Instead of automatically taking a leadership role at
work, Jake could learn to hold back and decide if he really
wants to lead, and if he's the best person to lead in that par-
ticular situation. As a result, Jake could end up sharing
leadership by leading some projects and not others. Jake
would find that his coworkers do not resent him for always
grabbing the leadership role. Jake would enjoy not being
responsible for every project at work. As a result, he would

feel less stressed, could perform his job more effectively,
and he would strengthen his skills as a team player.

Irrtervening in the WorKplace

EA professionals are in a unique position to help
employees make changes in their work relationships,
changes that may have a dramatic impact on employee sat-
isfaction and success. Here are some ways to intervene with
individuals or workplace groups:

Help individuals explore their relarionships with coworh-
ers by exploring their own family drama.

You may help a client look back to the family-of-origin
by asking him or her to think of each family member,
including him or herself. What were the traits, character-
istics, and roles of each family member? How might this
family drama be playing out at work? In what ways are
one's work relationships satisfying or rewarding? In what
ways are they dissatisfying or problematic? Do people at
work (or one's reactions to them) remind one of family
members?

Help individuals revise the family drama at worh.

What would the client like to change to make work
relationships more satisfying? How would he or she like to
respond or interact differently with a coworker? What
interpretations of the situation need to be challenged in
order to revise the family drama?

Assist individuals in communicating with coworhers.

If an individual is in conflict with a certain coworker,
help him or her open the lines of communication. First,
help the client explore ways to reenact the family drama;
use this information to help him or her think of ways to
change this work relationship. Next, figure out what needs
to be communicated in order to clear the air. The individ-
ual does not need to tell the coworker all about the family
drama; he or she can simply use this information to under-
stand what might be going on, what changes are desired,
and how to proceed.

Assist the individual in going bath to one's family-of-
origin for resolution.

Sometimes people reenact a family drama until it can
be resolved. When it is appropriate and reasonable, an EAP
may then assist the individual in going back to the family-
of-origin. and working through the family drama that is
negatively impacting work relationships. If the individual
cannot (or chooses not to) do this in person, he or she
might do so by writing a letter to his family or a family
member (the letter may or may not be sent). Alternatively,
he or she might come to some closure symbolically by
imagining what to say to his family or family member.
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Healthy People Make Healthy Businesses
by Marianne T. Carroll, CSW CAC

As I travel among companies to present training programs, I've become aware
of a common theme among employees at all levels: They feel ill, powerless, and
abused. The stated reasons have to do with the large corporate picture: increas-
ingmonetary discrepancies between salaries of those at the top and those in the
lower echelons; downsizing, which brings feelings of disloyalty; higher expecta-
tions from management; growing diversity; conflicfing definitions of what can-
stitutes sexual harassment; and the list goes on. While these are drfficult prob-
lems, there are other covert issues gnawing away at people.

As reported in The New York Times, at least one-fifth of management time

is spent resolving conflicts among employees and many managers will tell you
that that is a conservative estimate. Much of this conflict comes from the unre-
solvedfeelings of childhood. Jealousy, abandonment, rejection, anger, and, per-
haps, most importantly, sadness and grief is the real story that has yet to be
addressed.

Many aspects of corporate conflict have their roots in the family of origin.

As adults, we have created a dynamic that rarely differs from that which we
experienced as children. Behavioral pasterns that were deeply ingrained in child-
hood play themselves out in the workplace.

During conflict, we tend to revert to childhood paradigms. Our bosses
becomes our parents, and our colleagues become our siblings. We return to the
"scene of the crime," hoping to engage in a different plot, and inevitably failing.
The script is set, the roles are frozen, and the play is fraught with disappointment.

Recently, I was asked to deal with a conflict between departments. One
employee was shifting a portion of her workload onto a colleague, ostensibly
because transportation problems made it difficult for her to arrive at work an

time. The real underlying issue was alcoholism. She was "covering° for her alto-
holic spouse at home. Her actions affected the manager, producfivity within her

Intervene in worhplace groups.

EA professionals can intervene in numerous ways via

workplace groups. If the workplace already utilizes a work
group or team approach, consider consulting with these

already existing groups on relationships between group

members. By using the family drama model, an EA profes-
sional can help group members identify relationship pat-

terns or problems they would like to change and assist the

group in achieving that change.
Alternatively, discussion or support groups might be

implemented for small groups of individuals experiencing
similar problems in work relationships. For example, a new
group of employees could explore how to relate with

coworkers who have been with the organization for many

years. Another idea is to create a group for people who

want to e~lore relationship issues with coworkers. This

women's group can be especially important for providing

support and assistance to women working in a workplace

or career comprised predominantly of men. The concept of

the family drama can be utilized within such discussion or

support groups.
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department, and the well-being of a major secfion of that company. Until there
was some mediation, conflict flourished. During this experience, I was reminded
that children of alcoholics are more prone to engage with and react to other
alcoholics, perhaps because they had a long learning period in childhood.

In Facing Codependence, author Pia Mellody says that dysfunctional
behavior, in or out of work, centers around several core issues:
• protecting self-esteem
• defining boundaries
• understanding one's reality
• differentiating needs from wants
• defining moderation

When these cores issues are not addressed, people manifest misguided
behavior, such as overreacting or underreacting, skewed thinking, and others. All of
these behaviors can and do cause havoc in the workplace. Programs that address
these symptoms can help individuals function more effectively. A system will func-
tionaccording tothe nature of its component parts. If ane part is changed, the entire
system will be changed. Thus, the total business community will function more
effectively when each individual functions more effectively.

It is our responsibility in the helping professions to assist in creafing a work
environment that fosters meaning, feeling, and commitment. Employees need to
feel that their contributions are a meaningful part of the work environment. James
Autry in Love and Profitsays, "There is no business, there are only people." He
says that business exists only among people and for people. And I might add that

enlightened business exists in the hearts and minds of enlightened people.

Marianne Carroll, CSW, CAC, is a psychotherapist in New York City. For more infor-
mation, call her at 212-989-7922.

Learn more about how the family drama can
impact work relationships.

Anyone interested in learning more about the concept
of the family drama and the connection between family rela-
tionships and work relationships should read To Love and
Work: A Systematic Interlocking of Family, Workplace, and
Career by David Ulrich and H. Dunne; Drama of the Gifted
Child by Alice Miller; and Home Away From Home by Janet
Woititz. Q

Kris Bronson, Ph. D., is a licensed psychol-
ogist in private practice at Brandywine
Psychotherapy Center, LLC, in Wilmington
and Newark, DE. Bronson is especially
interested in the connection be(ween how
people express their identify at work and
outside of work, the issues women face in
their careers, and the unique experiences of
men and women who work in careers or
workplaces comprised predominantly of the

opposite sex. You can reach her at (302) 475-1880, ext 7.



EAPA EXTRACTS NEWS TO AND FROM EAPA MEMBERS

Little things mean a lot—especially when it
affects our ability to communicate with you! If
your address, telephone, area code, or fax num-
ber changes, please notify EAPA Headquarters at
703-522-6272; (f~) 703-522-4585; see form on
page 41 for your convenience.

Requests for information on how to become a cer-
tified employee assistance professional (CEAP)
seem to be at an all-time high. Since January
1997, the Certification Department has received
requests for more than 5,000 CEAP exam applica-
tion packets, an average of 30 per working day.

A word of advice to prospective CEAPS: Plan
ahead! The 1998 CEAP exam eligibility require-
ments include at least 24 hours of advisement by
a current CEAP during a period of at least six
months. Additional professional development hours
are required in 1998 as well. These eligibility
requirements apply to those who are not yet CEAPs
and former CEAPs whose certification has lapsed.
For full details, contact EAPA and request a CFAp
exam information packet (including the Advisement
Guide); (phone) 703-522-6272; (f~) 703-522-4585;
(e-mail) eapcertman@aol.com

EAPA members: Make your marketing plans now. If
you want to advertise in the 1998 EAPA Member

Resource Directory, you must request ad space by

December 1, 1997. Camera-ready artwork is due
December 31, 1997. For further information, con-
tact Mary Craigie or Jtia=sita Padgett in the
Membership Department.

The deadline for getting your company registered
for the October 1997 session of the Employee
Telephone Access Program (ETAP) is coming up in
mid-August. ETAP, a fully automated telephone
screening for depression, has already been used
successfully by many EAPA members nationwide to
address the growing problem of depression in the
workplace. ETAP, which is available to employees
and their family members 24 hours a day from any
touch tone phone, offers a 10-question screening
test, immediate results, and a customized refer-
ral to your company's mental health services.
RApA members who have offered the program in
their businesses report that it not only
increased EAP utilization by motivating employ-
ees with depression to seek help, but, in some
cases, saved lives. To find out how your coinpa-
ny can benefit from this program, contact the
National Depression Screening Project at 617-
239-0071.

Make a note that the 7th Annual National
Depression Screening Day will be held on October
9, 1997. To locate screening sites in your area,
call 1-800-573-4433.

Thanks to a grant from Eli Lilly and Company, EAPA
unveiled its new coYporate exhibit during the
1997 annual conference of the Society for Human
Resource Management (SHRM), which was held June
22-25 in San Diego. (See inside back cover for
more information.) EAPA is planning a schedule of
conferences to attend in 1997. For more informa-
tion, contact EAPA Communications Director Kay

Springer at 703-522-6272.

RApA chapters who want publicity in the EAPA
Exchange for their conferences and workshops will
be pleased to hear of a new advertising opportu-
nity_ In response to many requests from chapters
that don't make it through EACC's approval
process in time to get a free listing in the
"Conferences and Workshops" section (see page
38), the Communications Department is offering a
special rate. For $50 you can get a 50-word entry
describing your conference. We will do our best
to place your listing on or near the "Conferences
and Workshops" page. For more information, con-
tact EAPA Advertising Manager Marilyn Lowrance at
703-538-5557.

Here's another web site address to add to your
list: http://www.gwbssw.wustl.edu is the address
for the World Wide Web home page of the George
Warren Brown School of Social Work at Washington
University in St. Louis. The site, which is free,
will be helpful to anyone looking to fill or find
a job in any area of the social services.

EAPA Cam+*+~ cations Director Kay Spr1I1CJPS repre-
sented EAPA in a meeting of the Last Acts
Workplace Task Force in Washington, D.C. The Last
Acts Campaign is a Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
initiative to improve care for terminally ill and
chronically ill patients at the end of life. The
Workplace Task Force examined employer and
employee issues, such as benefits packages cover-
ing hospice, long-term care, and employee leave,
caring for a loved at home while working outside
the home, and counseling services on grief,
bereavement, and death. The Task Force is sched-
uled to meet again in September. Springer also
represented EAPA at a press briefing by the
National Alliance for Caregiving (NAC). NAC
announced results of a survey indicating that
there is a great need for information and

resources to care for the elderly.
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Balancin Work/Familg Y
Res onsibilitiesp
The UAW-GM Approach

by Karla Swift and Molly Katho

he International Union, UAW represents approxi-
mately 215,000 production and skilled-trades
employees working three different shifts at some
113 General Motors Corporation assembly, com-

ponent, and warehousing plants across the United States.
Through the collective bargaining process, the UAW and
General Motors have established numerous work and fam-
ily provisions in labor contracts negotiated every three
years. These contractual benefits include the jointly admin-
istered:
• Employee Assistance Program
• Childcare Program
• Eldercare Program
• Work/Family Program

Joint teams of union and management representatives
under each of the individual UAW-GM Work and Family
Training Programs have developed a myriad of activities.
All of these work and family initiatives were designed for
UAW-represented GM workers and their immediate family
members.

These activities were developed in recognition of the
challenges that UAW-GM workers may face as they attempt
to balance their work and family responsibilities. Constant
changes in the global economic system, as well as unprece-
dented upheaval of the American social structure, mean
that more and more issues affect our members and their
workplaces. By establishing a variety of comprehensive
joint work/family programs, and by creating a work envi-
ronment that acknowledges the challenges of balancing
work and personal obligations, the UAW and General
Motors are collaborating to help workers feel more secure
about themselves and focus on their jobs.
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When the UAW and General Motors established the
first joint Work and Family Programs in 1973, its EAP was
one of the first labor-management employee assistance pro-
grams of its land. From its earliest beginnings as a referral
service for workers with alcohol and drug problems, the EAP
has been constantly upgraded with improved and expanded
services. The comprehensive program now helps workers
face and resolve a variety of personal problems, related to:
• marital and family issues
• financial problems
• mental health
• alcohoUdrug usage

Childcare

An individual's health and well-being are especially
important issues—for one's family, friends, and coworkers.
Health and well-being are keys that open the door to a
quality life—at work and at home. It is the very essence
that allows all of us to enjoy our leisure time and share
good times with those who are closest to us.

Childcare also is very much a critical issue for UAW-
GM workers. More than 60 percent of all UAW-GM work-
ers have children. In fact, UAW-GM workers have more
than 230,000 children who are 18 years of age and under.
And although the average age of the UAW-GM work force
has held steady at 46 years of age, UAW-GM families have
given birth to an average of 7,500 children over the last
several years.

As a result, the Childcare Program has been steadily
e~anded since its inception as a resource, and referral ser-
vices pilot project in 1984. The program now includes:
• Childcare Resource and Referral5ervices;



• Child Development Center in Flint, Michigan;
• Childcare Consortium activities.

The UAW-GM Center for Human Resources is now
offering Childcare Resource and Referral Services at 40
plant facilities serving approximately 100,000 UAW mem-
bers, with full-time or part-time consultants providing
information, referrals, and support on a wide range of
childcare and parenting issues. A consultant is available
during all work shifts at each plant facility. The consultants,
who are experienced professionals with specialized training
in fields such as early childhood development, respond
quickly and suggest numerous alternatives, addressing the
specific needs of each individual. They are employed by a
childcare organization in the local community and work
cooperatively with Childcare Committee representatives at
each plant as well as with the co-administrators of the pro-
gram at the UAW-GM Center for Human Resources.

Referrals are available on a wide variety of childcare
and parenting issues, such as childcare centers and homes,
before- and after-school programs, special needs services,
summer camps, tutors, and other child- and family-related
programs. Educational materials are available on specific
family concerns regarding teenagers, pre-schoolers, child
development, homework, and other requested subjects.

With the new contractual provisions included under
the 1996 UAW-GM National Agreement, the UAW and GM
are expanding the Childcare Resource and Referral Services
to all 113 GM plant locations where UAW-represented
workers are employed. Through a third-party service

provider, UAW-GM workers will now be able to telephone
a toll-free number and receive childcare consultation, infor-
mation, and referrals to meet their specific needs. Case
managers will make referrals, usually offering several
options for the requested services, as well as providing edu-
cational materials to help workers and their immediate
family members make informed decisions. In addition, on-
site consultants will remain at all 40 plant locations now
offering childcare services.

In 1992, the UAW and GM established a Child
Development Center in Flint, Michigan, to provide child-
care services for some 40,000 UAW-represented GM
employees who either live or work in the Flint area, the
largest geographic concentration of UAW workers within
the GM system. The Child Development Center operates
24 hours a day, Monday through Friday, and provides
affordable, high-quality services on three work shifts. The
Center accommodates about 265 children, six weeks old
through 12 years of age, and offers a wide array of educa-
tional learning experiences. Immediately following its first
year of operation, the center received accreditation through
the prestigious Naeional Association for the Education of
Young Children.

The Child Development Center has served as a model
for responding to the diverse needs of UAW-GM workers
and their families. Shortly after the Center opened its
doors, operating hours were extended to accommodate
workers who were asked to work overtime, either before
their shift regularly started or after it ended. More dramat-
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ically, the Center changed its eligibility policy, which had

limited enrollment to children in the legal custody of active

UAW-GM workers. After numerous workers requested

enrollment of a grandchild, niece, or nephew because they

were the child's primary source of support, the rules were

altered to admit children who receive their primary support

from an active UAW-GM worker.
During summer months, the Child Development

Center conducts a 10-week day camp program known as

Camp Watoto for youngsters five to 13 years old. Eaeh year

more than 150 children (a total of 450 since 1994) partic-

ipate in a wide range of recreational and educational activ-

ities at Camp Watoto, which is recognized for high stan-

dards of excellence through its accreditation by the

American Camping Association. Camp activities are

designed for children in four different groups—three

groups during standard daytime hours from 8:00 a.m. to

3:00 p.m. and one group during nontraditional summer

camp hours from 3:30 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
Each week, counselors introduce a specific theme or

subject and manage activities intended to emphasize per-

sonal achievement through creative outdoor experiences.

Most importantly, youngsters are able to build indepen-

dence and self-esteem through physical and social accom-
plishments in a safe and supervised environment.

Recreational activities at Camp Watoto include sports

like soccer, softball, volleyball, basketball, swimming, and
water games. There are arts and crafts, sing-alongs and out-

door campfires, authentic Indian teepees, nature walks

through the woods, and bird watching from a private blind.

During weekly field trips children visit local attractions,

such as a science museum; an early American pioneer vil-

lage park, and an airport control tower. Children who
arrive before camp begins or remain after camp ends par-

ticipate in supervised, age-appropriate activities. Children

may remain at camp while their parents are working for up

to nine and one-half hours per day.
In the area of Childcare Consortium activities, the

UAW and General Motors continue to explore opportuni-

ties to increase the availability of childcare services in com-

munities where UAW-GM workers live or work and serve
their childcare needs. In Buffalo, New York, for instance,

the UAW and GM are major participants in the Tonawanda

Business Community Child-Care Consortium, a nonprofit
organization, which launched childcare services at three
different facilities in the Buffalo area in September of 1996.
The program provides childcare services for before- and

after-school hours as well as summer day camp activities.
UAW-represented workers employed in the Buffalo area at

a General Motors engine plant and at an American Axle and
Manufacturing facility utilize the services. The program

also is available to employees at DuPont Automotive and

YraYair Corporation—two other participants in the project.
The Buffalo consortium is already expanding the scope

of its services. With the support of a $100,000 grant from

the New York State Department of Social Services, the con-
sortium is adding new childcare services to include
expanded-hours care and emergency back-up care. The
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staff is also adding opportunities specifically designed for

individuals who work non-traditional hours, such as the

afternoon shift or weekends, as well as training for child-

care providers in the local community.

Eldercare

For those caring for an aging relative or loved one,

eldercare has become a significant issue for UAW-GM

workers as well as for many other American workers. In

fact, national studies indicate that about 25 percent of all

working adults are responsible for the care of an elderly rel-

ative—a parent, a grandparent, or perhaps an aunt or

uncle. Among UAW-GM workers, we believe that about 35

percent of our members care for an elderly loved one.

This emerging social trend has great significance for all

of us, now and in the future. People 65 years of age and

over make up the fastest-growing segment of the U.S. pop-
ulation. Measuring these consequences, the UAW and GM

established the Eldercare Program in order to better serve

the growing needs of the work force and help caregivers

resolve their eldercare concerns.
After being developed by a joint task force of union

and management representatives as well as outside consul-

tants, the Eldercare Program was piloted, beginning in

October of 1995, at five GM plant locations employing

more than 20,000 UAW members. The program was

launched throughout the entire UAW-GM system on May 1,

1997, offering resource and referral services to a11213,000
UAW-GM workers and their immediate family members.
By telephoning atoll-free Eldercare Response Line, our

UAW-GM families can reach a qualified case manager 24

hours a day, as frequently as they wish. Caregivers receive
personal consultations, educational materials targeting

their needs, and individualized referrals.
The Eldercare Program features:

• professional case managers who hold master's degrees in

fields relating to eldercare and who have 5 to 10 years of

e~erierice and the ability to access situations and devel-

op solutions;
• acase-managed approach to ensure continuity of ser-

vices, allowing employees to work with the same case
manager from start to finish;

• personalized consultation to help sort through the care-

giver's personal and individual issues in a confidential

manner;
• individualized referrals to identify quality resources in

the caregiver's community, the elder's community, or
both;

• dedicated, toll-free telephone service to provide free,

direct access to case managers 24 hours a day, seven

days a week;
• useful, educational materials to help empower caregivers

to make informed decisions.
During the pilot project, survey results showed that

UAW workers and their spouses were extremely satisfied
with the Eldercare Program. Overall, 97 percent of the indi-
viduals who participated in the survey rated the program



"excellent" or "good" while 100 percent of the persons
questioned said they would recommend the program to
coworkers. This evaluation process provided evidence that
the Eldercare Program is successfully helping our families
deal with eldercare issues and better balance their work
and family responsibilities.

WorK/Family

One of the most ambitious joint activities initiated by
UAW-GM is the Work and Family Training Program, which
will be delivered in 1997 to approximately 7,500 local
union UAW committee members and first-line GM man-
agement supervisors in order to create greater awareness of
the work/family issues facing UAW-represented production
and skilled-trades workers.

Local union committee members and first-line man-
agement supervisors play the critical role in identifying and
supporting UAW-GM workers who are struggling to bal-
ance the responsibilities of their work and personal lives.
The committee members and supervisors are the first line
of contact with people on the plant floor whose work per-
formance maybe affected by these issues. By referring these
individuals to the appropriate UAW-GM joint resources—
the EAP, the Childcare Program, and the Eldercare
Program—committee members and supervisors can have a

positive impact on the workplace by helping employees be
more productive, both at work and at home.

Completion of the Work and Family Training Program
will enable committee members and supervisors to:
• identify major changes in U.S. family demographics;
• explain the possible effects of these changes on the
UAW-GM workplace;

• describe the relationship between normal life cycle
events and work/family issues;

• identify the in-plant joint resources available to assist
UAW-GM workers with work/family issues.

In addition to the work/family programs underway in
the UAW-GM system, the union and company have even
more initiatives planned. For example, in store for the near
future is a nationwide assessment of potential childcare con-
sortium projects in communities where UAW-represented
GM facilities are located. Also scheduled is an evaluation of
all current programs to verify that services are of high qual-
ity and value. All in all, the intent is to ensure that the needs
of UAW-represented GM workers are being met. Q

Karla Swift is assistant director for the International Union, UAW in Royal
Oak, Ml. For further information, call her at 810-691-6842 Molly Katko is
assistant director for General Motors Corporation in Auburn Hills, Ml.

Ethical Dile as inV'Uorl~ lacep
Counselin : A Casebool~

Developed by the EAPA Houston Chctptev~ in collabov~ation
with EAPA Intev~n~ztional He~zclgu~z~tev~s

In today's healthcare environment, EA professionals often find themselves dealing
with issues that are complex and confusing. In particular, they need standards that
protect the interests of those with behavioral problems and the integrity of the EAP field.

Members of EAPA's Houston Chapter have prepared a new publication that will
be a valuable working resource for EA professionals as well as others in the
counseling professions.

This 86-page report includes:

• 20 sample ethical dilemmas for increasing awareness
• an outline of adecision-making process for these issues
• essays from professionals regarding workplace ethics
• codes of Ethics from eight professionals organizations

Make Ethical Dilen2nacts in Workplace Counseling:• A Casebook the newest addition to your EAP library.
Price: $19.95 (EAPA member); $24.95 (non-member); add $3.00 per copy for shipping and handling.

Order now from the EAPA Resource Center, 2101 Wilson Boulevard, Suite 500, Arlington, Virginia 22201
703-522-6272; (fax) 703-522-4585; (e-mail)eaprescen@aol.com
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Part 2 of an article on EAPs in the United Kingdom

aln a c re or
u re ro

by Carolyn Highley-Marchington and Cary L. Cooper

n this evaluation we considered the effects of counsel-
ing at both the individual and organizational levels. We
collected questionnaire data from individuals who
attended counseling at three points—after the first

counseling session, after the last counseling session, and
three to six months after the last counseling session. Data
on absenteeism was collected retrospectively for the s~
months prior to counseling and then for the s~ months fol-
lowing the completion of counseling. The main findings are
as follows:

Improved Mental and Physical Well-Being. After
receiving counseling (and at follow-up), clients reported
significant improvement in mental well-being and physical
well-being, when compared to their condition before coun-
seling. There was no indication of changes in job satisfac-
tion, however, or in the perception of where the sources of
work pressure lie. An unmatched control group showed no
changes on the mental and physical health scales. These
findings are not particularly surprising because counseling
is aimed at helping the individual do a better job of coping
with personal and work life. One usually hopes to find
some change in a client's mental and physical health after
receiving counseling. But job satisfaction is concerned with
an individual's satisfaction with various aspects of the job
and the perceived sources of pressure at work scales are
used to identify what employees think are the sources of
stress within an organization. None of these things are like-
ly to change as a result of receiving counseling because
counseling services are not organizational interventions.
It is unlikely that any organizational issues are being
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addressed through the individual's counseling. Hence, one
cannot expect to see an impact on job satisfaction or
sources of pressure.

Reduced Number of Days Absent. The objective data
for absences showed that there was a highly significant
reduction for both the total number of days absent and the
number of events that incurred absences, from pre- to post-
counseling. There was no such reduction for the matched
control group. The number of day absent due to sickness
can be considered in conjunction with the questionnaire
results on psychological health because receiving counsel-
ing is having an effect on the individual. Counseling
appears to have an effect on the individual's health (i.e.,
mental and physical well-beings and health behaviors (i.e.,
absences due to sickness) rather than on organizational
indicators (i.e., job satisfaction and sources of pressure at
work). This is not surprising because counseling is essen-
tially an intervention that focuses on the individual (not the
organization), with emphasis on changing the individual's
response to stress rather than on changing the organiza-
tional sources of stress.

Conclusions

Most workplace counseling programs and EAPs con-
centrate on individuals with personal problems and attempt
to provide them a service that will help reduce the ar~iety
derived from financial, marital, and family issues. These ser-
vices are obviously fundamental to helping an employee,
both in terms of personal happiness and work performance.



But stress in the workplace is caused by a complicated
combination of both personal and work-related issues. In
order to be truly effective, counseling programs at work
must address both personal and workplace issues. Using
counseling programs in the traditional way can shift the
responsibility for employee mental health from the compa-
ny to the individual employee. If a counseling program
operates purely at the individual level, then the organiza-
tion sources of stress are not being tackled. The organiza-
tion could then conveniently "forget" their organizational
problems because the counseling service is helping
employees cope. The organization is, in effect, distancing
itself from the program and from the need to address prob-
lems of stress within the organization.

Any EAP or workplace counseling program should
identify sources of stress within the organization and advise
the organization on the appropriate resources to help deal
with these sources of pressure. We should not see EAPs and
workplace counseling programs as a short-term, individ-
ual-based "sticking plaster" solution, but rather as a way of
feeding back problems to the organization (within the
boundaries of confidentiality) and empowering the organi-
zation to help itself.

While the introduction of a counseling service may
psychologically benefit individuals, there maybe no impact
at the organizational level unless an intervention targeted at
changing the organization is also in place. There is a need
for British companies to look much more closely at their
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reasons for buying counseling services and to determine
what they aim to achieve by having one in place.

The legal support in Britain for EAPs and employee
counseling is minimal, both in statutory obligations for
employers and as a result of landmark cases. A general duty
of care exists on the part of the employer, but interventions
such as EAPs alone are not likely to satisfy the "duty of
care," useful though they may be in helping people cope
better at work. The Health and Safety at Work Act of 1974
and subsequent codes of practice do not place specific
obligations or make enforceable recommendations on
employers to provide EAPs or employee counseling. Such
provision would be unlikely to represent a defense by an
employer in a civil law action, although its absence would
probably strengthen an applicant's case. The much-cited
case of Washer vs. Northumberland County Council may prove
to be a turning point for claimants of compensation for
work-induced stress problems, but it offers little guidance
on the utility of an EAP or counseling provision as a
defense or as a mitigating circumstance. Q

References are available from the author.

Carolyn Highley-Marchington is an independent business psycho/o-
gist rn the U.K. For more information contact her at The Highley-
Marchington Consultancy, 32 Luke Road, Droy/sden, Manchester,
M43 7FE, United Kingdom; (phone) +44-161-377-1933.
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Many of the stresses associated with end-of-life eldercare can be alleviated through hospice care.
Mahe sure your clients are familiar with this option.

An Unta ed l~esource for EAPspp
by Naomi Naierman and Johanna Turner

ith more than 2,500 hospice programs in
communities across the nation, the hospice
concept of caring has created a well-
deserved reputation for compassionate ser-

vice to the terminally ill. Hospices also serve the needs of
the business community by providing information and
resources for making critical health decisions, planning
comprehensive care, and counseling for all aspects of grief.

American workers, aware of recent changes in health-
care reimbursement systems, may be anxious about the
care they or their loved ones might need. The attention cur-
rently focused on assisted suicide and quality at life's end
may heighten these concerns. As citizens age and as job
security (with its healthcare benefits) decreases, worker
apprehension about these issues may be compounded.
EAPs need to provide reassuring answers, some of which
can be as close as the local hospice.

The hospice concept of care has been pan of the
healthcare continuum for 20 years. Hospice care consists
of interdisciplinary teams of skilled professionals and
trained volunteers who provide physical, emotional, and
spiritual comfort to persons with life-limiting illness.
Whenever possible, hospice care is provided at home, but
it can also be available in inpatient settings or long-term
care facilities. Key to the hospice philosophy is giving sup-
port to the patient's family while the patient is receiving
care and during the grieving process that continues after
the patient's death. Hospice always respects the values and
choices of the patient and family.

The depth and breadth of hospice expertise is often
underutilized, however. EA professionals and human
resource managers can turn to local hospice programs for
help in a number of areas.
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Hospices offer experienced counsel to families making
end-of-life decisions.

When facing serious, progressive illness in the family,
employees may struggle for answers to wrenching ques-
tions: What choices in care and treatment are available? How
do we know when treatments are a burden rather than a bene-
fit? Hospices help families answer these questions every
day. In the absence of living wills or other advance direc-
tives, family members are often asked to make decisions
about treatment or resuscitation; hospice professionals offer
information and guidance to make decisions that are con-
sistent with each family's values.

With national attention on Dr. Jack Kervorkian and
those who would hasten life's end, the media often portray
dying as a lonely time of pain and suffering. Employees
can be comforted in knowing that hospice is an alternative
that offers comfort and dignity until life's end. "Dying does
not have to be agonizing," says noted palliative care physi-
cian Ira Byock, M.D. In his newly released Dying Well: The
Prospect of Growth at Life's End, Byock says, "Caring for our
loved ones as they die is simply part of full and healthful
living."

Hospices provide affordable access to quality care and
offer significant value to both clients and insurers.

While Medicare, Medicaid, and virtually all managed
care or fee-for-service plans have hospice benefits, many
Americans have inadequate insurance, or none at all. The
expense of healthcare at the end of life can potentially
impoverish many families, but hospice care can greatly
reduce that financial burden. Employees will be relieved to



lazow one of the tenets of hospice care: All appropriate
patients are served, regardless of ability to pay.

For those who seek care for Medicare beneficiaries
when life expectancy is s~ months or less, the Medicare
hospice benefit is good news. Medicare offers a hospice
election that is separate from its other reimbursement
structures. All services, medications, treatments, respite
care, supplies, and equipment, which are part of a hospice
plan of care, are fully covered, with a minimal co-payment
for prescription drugs and respite. Patients and their fami-
lies who elect hospice care do not even need to file claims_
Most states have a similar hospice election for Medicaid
recipients, and GRAMPUS benefits are structured in the
same way.

When benefits managers insist on health plans that
include awell-defined hospice benefit, the company real-
izes significant cost-savings. According to the 1994
Statistical Supplement to the Social Security Bulletin, charges
for one hospital day averaged $1,756, and one day in a
skilled nursing facility averaged $284. The routine home
care charge for one day of hospice was $91. Hospice rates
have risen at a fraction of the increase in fees for other care
since that time. A 1994 Lewin-VHI study estimated that for
every dollar spent on hospice care, $1.52 was saved in
more expensive care,

Hospices offer practical help in managing day-to-day
living and compassionate alternatives when home care
is not possible.

Where can my loved one be cared for? What help is avail-
able in my community?Who can teach me what I need to hnow?
According to a 1996 Gallup poll, nearly 90 percent of sur-
veyed adults believe that it is the family's responsibility to
care for the dying. With the help of hospice professionals
and volunteers, employed family members often manage to
continue their work while caring for their loved one at
home, thanks to the resource management for which hos-
pices are lrnown.

Unlike standard home healthcare, which decreases ser-
vices offered at the time of program admission, hospice ser-
vices become more intensive over time. Hospice nurses,
physicians, and aides teach the necessary skills for care
while social workers and chaplains provide emotional and
spiritual support. Twenty-four hour, on-call availability and
a network of extraordinary volunteers provide a safety net.
All hospices offer volunteers to run errands, give family
caregivers a break, and provide an extra set of hands or a
listening ear.

When home care is not an option, many hospices have
contractual agreements with selected nursing or assisted-
living facilities. These patients receive the full spectrum of
hospice home care services, but their "home" is in a facili-
ty. Agrowing number of hospices have established in-
patient centers for residential or acute care, further e~and-
ing caregiving options. New programs, such as day hospice
care, are continuing to evolve as hospices strive to meet
changing needs.
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Workplace productivity and employee well-being are
enhanced when hospices are used for patient care or
bereavement support.

When employees are confident that the needs of their
loved ones are being met, workplace attendance and per-
formance are potentially maximized. Hospice clinicians
help family members understand disease processes and
prepare them for expected changes, making certain that
appropriate medications, supplies, and personnel are avail-
able to meet the need. Hospice staff members can even
interface with supervisors or coworkers, when requested.

Likewise, when employees face the loss of loved ones,
or when an employee becomes seriously ill and dies, the
workplace is affected (see The Grieving Employee, EAPA
Exchange September/October 1996). Hospices can help
workers cope with these losses through hospice bereave-
ment programs; they can also provide experienced training
and advice for managers and EA counselors.

Hospice programs offer businesses a valuable opportu-
nity for community service.

Most hospices are nonprofit agencies that depend on
strong support. Businesses can gain the public's appreciarion
by provicling financial assistance or engaging in mutually bene-
ficial corporate-hospice partnerships. Encouraging employ-
ees to become hospice volunteers strengthens the company's
image. Being a stakeholder in the region's well-being is good
for the employee, the company, and the community.
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What you can do to learn more:

• If you are not receiving mailings from a local hospice

program, call and ask for brochures and newsletters.

Share these materials with employees.

• Request a hospice speaker to address your management

team, human resource office, or employee assistance staff.

• Make sure that company healthcare benefits include

adequate hospice coverage. Your local hospice can help

you review this benefit.

To locate hospices in your community, the National

Association for Home Care and National Hospice Organization

both maintain locators on their web pages, wwwnahc.org and

wwwnho.org respectively. The Narional Hospice Organization

offers the Hospice Helpline at 1-800-658-8898. Q

References are available from the authors.

Naomi Narerman is president and CEO of the
American Hospice Foundation, a national
nonprofit serving those who face Irfe-limiting
illness and significant loss. The Washington,
D.C.-based foundation advances the hospice
concept of care through educational outreach
and consumer-oriented research. Johanna
Turner is a writer and consultant with 15
years of experience rn hospice care. She is
principal of Said &Done, Oakton, Virginia.

1997 CEAP EXAM 1 NATION
INFORMATION

APPLICATION DEADLINE: EXAM DATE:

October 1 December 6

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS
(must meet one of two options):

• Graduate degree in an EAP-related discipline (or equivalent
outside U.S.); and 2,000 hours within 2 to 7 years of work
experience in an EAP setting; and 5 PDHs or

• 3,000 hours within 2 to 7 years of work experience in an
EAP setting; and 20 professional development hours (PDHs)

EXAM FEE:

S250 for EAPA members
5365 for non-members joining EAPA at the time
of the exam application (this amount includes the exam fee
and EAPA membership fee)
$395 for non-members of EAPA

APPLICATION:

Applications and information packets are now available.

CONTACT:

EAPA • EACC/Certification Department
2101 Wilson Boulevard, Suite 500 •Arlington, VA 22201
phone: 703-522-6272 •fax: 703-522-4585
e-mail: eapcertman@aol.com
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Em loyers TakeAction to
En Domestic Violence
by Beverly Younger Urban, LCSW CEAP

Coming this fall, your EAP and the organizations) you represent have an
opportunity to get involved in the second annual Work to End Domestic
Violence Day on October 1, 1997. Last year, several public and private
sector employers, unions, and advocacy organizations coordinated special
events to raise the awareness of employees across the country. Reebok dis-
tributed tee-shirts with a message about domestic violence to employees,
invited a police officer to talk to employees about domestic violence, and
held aself-defense class. The Gap distributed vicfim safety cards, informa-
fional materials, and posters at different worksites. Aetna, sponsor of a
public education event, supported the Clothesline art show, a display of
more than 100 tee-shirts decorated with arfwork done by survivors of
domestic and sexual violence, and distributed an educational article in a
company publication. The state governors of both Florida and Washington
announced the implementafion of model domestic violence policies for
state employees.

Is Domestic Violence Really a Workplace Issue?

Some companies still question whether domestic violence is a workplace
problem. Others are light years ahead as evidenced by a variety of innov-
ative programs, including employee awareness initiatives, manager hain-
ing, specific personnel policy changes to provide better support to employ-
ees struggling with domesfic violence, EAP-coordinated workplace inter-
vention programs, and public education and direct funding of victim ser-
vices. Progressive companies have learned that violence in families or rela-
tionships is not a personal problem but a social issue that impacts every-
one, as well as the employer's bottom line.

The National Workplace Resource Center of Domesfic Violence, a project of
the Family Violence Prevention Fund, has been compiling resources and
taking action to educate employers about domestic violence prevention
and intervenfion. The Center is funded by corporations, unions, and agen-
cies that are contributing not only money but also products and time.

What Can EA Professionals Do?

As EA professionals, we can take action by informing the employer of the
corn of domestic violence to both employees and corporafions as well as
the benefits of prevention and intervention. The Family Violence Prevention
Fund is offering a "Work to End Domesfic Violence Day Organizer's Kit,"
which provides several ideas for creative events for the day as well as sam-
ples of materials prepared by a number of the corporations and organizo-
fions already involved. The kit includes sample articles, e-mail scripts, and
paycheck insert copy; tips on talking to someone who may be abused; a
reproducible brochure on developing a personal and workplace safely plan;
special tips for supervisors, and other resources. Cost: $35 plus shipping
and handling. To order call 415-252-8089.
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EAPAAround
theWorld

Shown (left to right) are Alabama Chapter President Shirley Culp, Secretary Paula King, Immediate Past President
Butch Wiley, Treasurer Julie Leavitt, and Vice President Merle Johnson, who gathered for this photo during a trip to a
nearby beach after their tenth annual conference, held May 13-16. A record 166 registrants attended the four-day con-
ference held in Gulf Shores. Southern Regional Director John Howard also attended.

District II officers from
the Southern and
Southwest Regions
paused for a photo during
the officers' retreat, held
April 3-5 in Memphis,
Tennessee. The retreat
was chaired 6y Southern
Regional Director Jahn
Howard and Southwest
Regional Director Skip
Bradford. Also attending
were EAPA ice President
Jaek Freckman and
Legislative and Puhlic
Policy Committee member
Dave Stohler.

Medcomp Software, Inc.
Acquires Rothschild's Files
Software

Don Rothschild has announced the

sale of his Software Division of

Rothschild's Files, Inc. to Medcomp

Software, Inc., the EAP caseware compa-

ny. Rothschild says that he has elected to

redirect the efforts of Rothschild's Files

toward small business consortium man-

agement with special focus on EAP core

functions. Rothschild's Files, with its

TopDrawer record management and

OnePotato randomizer programs, has

been developing EAP-related software

since 1990.

Duane Hyland, president of

Medcomp, said, "?his is a good acqui-

sition for us. We are abroad-based

software company and this a ves us

EAP products in both the Microsoft

Visual Basic/Access and Borland

Paradox Delphi software development

arenas. With the combined installa-

tions, we now have the largest installed

base of EAP computer software users in

the United States. Our goal is to pro-

vide the best EAP case management

solutions to all sizes of internal and

external EAP organizations."

The two companies have been

working closely to ensure a smooth

transition of ownership and responsi-

bility for the existing software. Callers

may reach Medcomp at 719-575-9662.

In April EAPA member Maurie Cullen, MSW, (far left) was
inducted as a Distinguished Practitioner Member of the National
Academies of Practice in Social Work. The National Academies of
Practice is an organization comprised of individuals who have been
judged 6y their peers in the professional academy to which they
pertain to have made significant and enduring contributions to the
advancement of professional practice. Cullen was honored for
"her years of service and leadership both as a professional and a
volu~eer in clinical social work and social work organizations."
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WE SALUTE

LABOR

MEMBER ASSISTANCE
PROFESSIONALS
Pioneers in the Employee
Assistance Movement

Seafield

Alcoholism/Chemical Dependency

Inpatient/Outpatient Treatment
Long Island -New York City
Transportation Provided
WE CAN HELP!

CALL 1-800-448-4808

Covered by most insurance plans

Therapists

Merit Behavioral Care Corporation, a major leader in
the Employee Assistance field, is in need of licensed
professional Social Workers for on site locations to
ensure the quality of the clinical services delivered by
staff and affiliate counselors. Positions are available in
several states along the east coast, from New
Hampshire down to northern Florida.

Position requires Master's degree in Social Work plus
state license at the independent level. Three years
post Masters' experience necessary. Clinical experi-
ence aplus. Experience in target assessment and
focused therapy as well as chemical dependency
assessment and intervention required. Group therapy
and EAP experience a plus. Understanding the con-
tinuum of care and mental health delivery systems is a
must. Basic computer skills necessary.

We are a respected and growing company. These
positions are great opportunities. We offer a competi-
tive salary plus excellent benefits. Submit resume in
confidence to:

Ms. Lee Arena
Merit Behavioral Care Corporation

One Maynard Drive
Park Ridge, NJ 07656
FAX#: 201-391-2411
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Providing EAP Services to
Welfare Recipients

continued from page 16

nicate regarding EAP referrals for personal problems.

• Ongoing consultation and assistance to supervisors/

managers and union stewards—YW Works EAP staff

will provide consultation to YW Works supervisory staff.

YW Works EAP staff will also serve as a resource for

appropriate staff from companies in which W2 members

have secured a temporary or full-time employment. It is

likely that YW Works EAP staff will communicate with

EAP staff from these companies.

• Micro-linhages with employees with services specific to

their needs—W2 participants will have access to YW

Works EAP staff as well as resources on finances, child-

care, transportation, and community resources. The YW

Works EAP staff will also know of these resources and

will refer W2 participants to them as needed.

• Macro-linhages with treatment providers—YtiV Works

EAP staff will maintain good working relationships with

the HMOs who provide medical and behavioral health

services to W2 participants. YW Works EAP staff will

meet with the appropriate HMO staff to design process-

es for referrals and follow-up. YW Works EAP staff also

will have access to a wide array of community resources.

• Providing a supportive culture for treatment—YW

Works EAP staff will consistently communicate the ben-

efits of appropriate and effective treatment services to

W2 participants, YW Works staff, and employers in the

private sector.

EA professionals and EAPs can make valuable contri-

butions to the success of W2 and to helping W2 partici-

pants reach their goal of financial independence. We look

forward to the challenges and opportunities involved in

implementing this program. Q

References are available from the authors.

Steve Alper is the EAP
1'-,: director for CNR Health in

Milwaukee. For more infor-
mation, cal! him at 1-800-
654-5160. Bartrara
Armstrong is with the
YMCA Nontraditional
Employment Training (NET)
Program. Her phone number
rs 414-374-4460.

Be in Baltimore
* ~t

NOVEMBER 7 6-19
* ~t * * ~t

26TH EAPA ANNUAL
CONFERENCE
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Order Now!!!
Workplace

Critical Incidents

what Businesses
Can Do to Prevent Violence

from Striking

includes guidance from:

U.S. Attorney General Reno
The International Critical Incident

Stress Foundation
Center for Substance Abuse Prevention

Polaroid Corporation
U.S. Postal Service
and many others
$7 4.95 per copy

(plus postage and handling)
To order from the

EAPA Resource Center,
call Ashley Harris at 703-522-6272.

Notice:
Training offered by the

Federal Bureau of Investigation

was incorrectly listed in the

May/June 1997 issue of the

EAPA Exchange. The training

advertised is available only to

selected FBI employees and

is not available to the general

pu~r,~.
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Nere's a case management system
that frees you from the drudgery
and repetition of paperworK.
Medcomp, leader in EAP case management systems,
created EAP Caseware specifically to meet the needs
of internal and external EAPs. EAP Caseware allows you
to prepare client records, develop referral resource lists,
compile case and clinical notes, track outcomes and
non-client services, prepare EAP and management
reports. In short, EAP Caseware handle's almost all your
administrative problems, freeing you for creative work.

EAP Caseware is Windows-based for single user or net-
worked systems. It's compatible with Microsoft Access.

Call 719-575-9662 for a free demo disk, or to learn
how Medcomp can customize a system for your EAP.

[ J

Atlantic Health System's full range
of Behavioral Health Prograr.~s can

f: help thisl '~

~~ em to ee
,- et ac to.- ~,`

business.

An employee's behavioral or substance abuse problem can lead to
excessive downtime and decreased productivity.

Atlantic Health System offers a complete continuum of treatment for issues
including family stress, substance abuse, depression
and anxiety. Evening and weekend
appointments available. For more ~,o~la nticinformation, call 1.88&247-1400.

HEALTH SYSTEM

Morristown Memorial Hospital •Overlook Hospital, Summit
Mountainside Hospital, Montclair/Glen Ridge •The General Hospital Center at Passaic
www.AtlanticHealth.org Affiliates: Chilton Memorial Hospital •Newton Memorial Hospital
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Public
PoliCY

~~ll'A Public Poli 1998 Cow ev~e~ce Dates Set~ f
by Sheila Macdonald, Director of Legislation and Public Policy

PPC97 Success;

PPC98 Set

As the excitement ebbs around

EAPAs successful 1997 Public Policy

Conference, Roy Sonovick, Legislative

and Public Policy (LAPP) Committee

Chair, has announced that next year's

conference will be held April 19-21, in

Washington, DC at the Holiday Inn on

the Hill. On April 18, an all-day EAPA
National Training Course on confiden-
tialiry is being considered.

Sonovick predicted that the 1998
conference will host even more atten-
dees than this year's record 143. The
largest previous attendance was 84.
According to Sonovick, "The word is
out that this conference is important
to the EA profession's future." He
praised Will Jones, PPC97 Program
Chair, and his committee for organiz-
ing "an outstanding event."

It is clear that EAPA members
learned a great deal about model state
EA professional licensure and drug-free
workplace laws during the conference
and how chapters can enact them in
the states. Attendees heard from
experts from the Substance Abuse and
Mental Health Services Administration
(SAMHSA), the White House Office on
National Drug Control Policy
(ONDCP), the National Alliance on

Model State Drug Laws (NAMSDL),

and union, legal, and other political

groups. Visits to more than 70 Capitol

Hill offices gave evidence that EA pro-

fessionals can help shape federal legis-

lation in the areas of confidentiality, the

Americans with Disabilities Act, and

substance abuse parity. "This profession

should be in the thick of these battles,"

according to Sonovick. "I am hoping

that we'll see many more members in

the Nation's Capital next spring."
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Board Approves EA

Definition Change

In response to member concerns,

the EAPA LAPP Committee proposed

and the Board has approved a change

to the definition of "employee assis-

tance programs" or "EAPs." The defini-

TL~e 1998 Public
Policy tivill be held
Apv~il 19-21 ivy
W~zSL~ivcB'tOV~, D.C.
~zt the Holi~'~zy Iv~v~
ova tl~e Hill.

tion will once again include the term

"worksite-based." The current lan-

guage—"worksite-focused"—will be
deleted. Without this revision, many

felt that the definition was almost

meaningless since the most distinctive

aspect of EAP practice is its base in the

workplace.
The L&PP Committee consulted

with both the Standards Committee

and the Employee Assistance Certification
Commission before sending this
motion to the Board.

Lucky Stores ADA Case,
cont.. .

In March, the US Supreme Court
decided not to grant review to the
Hoiihan v Luchy Stores Americans with

Disabilities Act (ADA) case. This is the
case in which along-term store
employee sued the Lucky Stores
supermarket chain for wrongful dis-
charge, based on alleged discrimination

under the ADA. (It was described in

more detail in the January/February

1997 EAPA Exchange.) The most likely

reason the High Court did not hear

the case was because there were no

opposing rulings from lower courts.

The EA profession became con-

cemed about the case when the U.S.

District Court of Appeals for the Ninth

Circuit (covering 11 Western states)
referred certain issues of fact—which

had not been addressed in a lower

court's earlier summary (no trial) judg-

ment back to the lower court for jury

consideration. One of the facts in this
case happened to be a supervisory
referral to an EAP Since the appellate

court decision has not been reversed,
its language with the listing of facts
will remain a precedent in law

EAPA believes that the appellate

court, in the language used regarding a

referral to an EAP, indicates an incor-

rect understanding of the traditional

EAP's workplace role and the purpose

of supervisory referrals. The associa-

tion strongly believes that a superviso-
ry referral, if properly conducted, does

not imply that the employer has made

any judgment about an employee's
condition other than that there is a

productivity issue that needs to be
addressed.

To allay concerns about the Luchy

Stores holding, EAPA is preparing a

white paper to assist EA professionals

in responding to employer questions.
The document will offer suggestions
for clarifying traditional EAP practice
and proper procedures for supervisory

referrals. It will be available to mem-

bers on request from the LAPP
Department. Additional EAPA
responses to the precedent will include
(a) an attempt to identify a new court
ruling that can be used to successfully



petition the High Court and (b) the
possibility of offering amendments to
the ADA to clarify the purpose of EAPs
and their functions.

EEOC Releases Mental
Health Guidelines

The Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission (EEOC)
released in March 1997 the EEOC
Enforcement Guidance: The Americans
with Disabilities Act and Psychiatric
Disabilities. The publication explains
how the commission views the appli-
cation of the ADAs Title I to accom-
modation of such disabilities at work.
As such, the document will have par-

EAPA is pv~oucl of
ill ~e~bev~s who
~zv~e st~zv~cliv~~ up
~zv~~' beiv~~ couv~te~'
ova these i~pov~t~zv~t
policy ~~zttev~s.

ticular relevance to EA professionals
who already are addressing many
ADA-related workplace issues. Its
text is available, along with other
topical articles, from EAPA's Resource
Center (call at 703-522-6272). A
related analysis will appear in the
September/October issue.

Action in the States:
The HMO Issue and EA
Licensure

Texas -The six chapters in this state
face the possibility that the Texas
Department of Insurance (TDI) could
define EAPs as health maintenance
organizations (HMOs) and require
them to register under existing state
law. A statewide policy committee was
recently set up to address this situa-
tion and to ensure that all chapters are
included in deliberations. The com-
mittee met in Austin on May 4 to eval-
uate the situation and recommend
next steps. With chapter approval, it
was agreed that two spokespersons

would represent EAPA members in a
June 18 meeting with TDI counsel.
The purpose was to (1) clarify the
issues, (2) provide information on
EAPs and the EA profession, and (3)
improve understanding of how the
state's HMO law would be applied.
The statewide committee will meet
again by conference call.

Louisiana - LAs three chapters, after
working to reach consensus for more
than two years, already have written
an EA professionals licensure bill,
found a sponsor in the House, had it
introduced and moved it through
committee—then saw it defeated on the
House floor because of opposition
from other interest groups and lack of
time. EA professionals, having learned
a lot about the legislature and state
politics, are already considering pur-
suit of licensure again when the legis-
lature next meets in 1999.

EAPA is proud of all members who are
standing up and being counted on
these important policy matters. Q

would an EAP purchase the tape
and workbook program

"Wealth On My Income"1
Because it was created by Rennie
Gabriel, a UCLA Instructor and
Certified Financial Planner with over
24 years of experience who also
knows the issues facing EAPs based
on his serving local and national EAP
committees. For bosh EAPs and
clients, you can learn to:
•Feel rich on any income, even if
you're in debt.

*Live within your income within 90
days, guaranteed. •Save more than
10% of your income each month.
*Handle emergency spending
without financial disaster. *Get out
of debt, and stay out of debt. ̀ Set
financial goals, create the action
steps to achieve them, and create
financial independence.

To order, Call (800) 44x2622
Or, send S59 plus 54 S&H to:

Rennie Gabriel
b189 Gaviota Ave.

Encino, CA 91436-1428
CA residents add 54.87 sales tax.

•

~~,

off—

Or in the ear of your customers, sales-
people and hottest prospects. We have
over 15,000 union made promotional
items including logoed sportswear,
advertising specialties, plaques ~
awards, and executive gifts. Every one is
proudly made in the U.S.A., would look
great with your logo and is perfect for:

Customerlclient acquisition.

Customerlclient retention.

Conference, sales meeting and
special event give-aways.

Sales contest incentives.

As the official supplier of all EAPA
logoed merchandise, we have over
15,000 ideas to help you attract and
keep more business. Call us today and
let us put those ideas to work for you

Stam Promotional Marketing

(S00) 700-EAPA
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Onthe
Labor Front

Z,~t's He~z~ It fov~ tl~e U~zo~s!
by Stewart Paul, CSW, CSAC, NCACI, Corporate Director, Seafield Center

nions, for too long, have
been the unrecognized
heroes of the alcoholism/
chemical dependency field.

Rarely indeed do we ever read
about the outstanding and effective
work that organized labor has been
involved in since the beginnings of the
field. And that's a terrible shame for, in
many instances, what are currently
titled employee assistance programs
started out not by management but by
unions involved with the company.

Management and labor working
together has always been the founda-
tion for the success of any EAP ven-
ture, but in 1970 I stated that in many,
many instances, it was the other way
around—it was labor and manage-
ment.

Too many times policies and pro-
cedures were written "with the cooper-
ation of the unions" but I witnessed it
was the union who implemented the
program with, at best, the cooperation
of management.

Yet the accolades due unions are
few and far between, difficult to find,
and skimpy in content. That's totally
unfair!

Most EAPs started out as alco-
holism intervention programs, They
became so successful in relatively
short periods of time that we could go
back and interest companies in a full-
scale EAP concept.

Asa 30-year professional specialist
in this field, I have experienced a great
number of instances when I had to
turn to the unions when management
turned a deaf ear. In a significant num-
ber of companies, if it wasn't for the
unions, there would have been no pro-
grams initiated.

It was initially the unions who
took the risk, who did the back-break-
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ing ground work, who rolled up their
sleeves and implemented programs
with, at best, the cooperation of man-
agement.

Many times it was the unions who
led the way, who were the initial dri-
ving forces. After periods of time and
management had witnessed the suc-
cess of the programs their affiliated
unions had implemented, they then
became interested!

Uv~iov~s pv~ovicle~'
places to comae with
cli~v~ity to v~eceive
uv~clev~st~zv~~'iv~~
G~12G~ ~'?rIZGlG~12CE

v~e~~zv~cliv~~ ~e~bev~s'
cov~cev~vcs fov~
themselves, tl~eiv~
spouses, ov~ theiv~
cL~ilclv~ev~.

This in no way is to take away
from the tremendous efforts and great
success of management-initiated pro-
grams. Nor am I failing to recognize
the truly committed people I have met
and do meet in the management sec-
tor. I am simply giving credit where
credit is due. It simply has been long
overlooked.

When I first started working with
unions in 1964, the thinking of the
times was "whatever anyone does on
their own time was their own busi-
ness." But they were willing to listen
and consider and then act upon the
fact that unsolved, untreated personal

issues not remedied will destructively
progress from being personal, then
familial, and then they will spill over
into the workplace and eventually
cause job jeopardizing problems.

I charged that while alcoholism
intervention programs were, of course,
a benefit for management, they were
the outright responsibility of every
union, and locals responded to this.

They began to realize that if work-
ers were trapped in the undertow of
alcoholism chemical dependency, they
have the obligation and the right to
reach out to those members and offer
them assistance long before their job is
in jeopardy That is what they have
done and are doing!

One teamster's local could repre-
sent workers from 20 different small
trucking companies that had little
interest in this type of program, but
one trained, knowledgeable local
could serve all their members and thus
serve the majority of the employees of
each company.

I could fill every page of this fine
journal not with stories but with actu-
al accounts of the great achievements
in the field of alcoholism chemical
dependency accomplished by orga-
nized labor.

Long before other organizations
jumped on the bandwagon, unions led
the way. The following are but a few
accomplishments that can be attrib-
uted to unions:
• educational sessions regarding alco-

holism/chemical dependency
• consciousness-raising sessions for

steward and general rank-and-file
members

• union peer counselor training courses
• counselor training courses (In con-

junction with the Cornell University
School of Labor and Industrial



Relations, I originated some of the
very first counselor training courses
that later developed into CAC cours-
es.)
steward's motivational training ses-
sions
intervention training workshops for

business agents and executive and
grievance committees

The unions proved to be more
readily receptive to implementing
alcoholism chemical dependency ser-

vices for their members and their fam-

ilies. Unions pro~~ided places to come
with dib ity to receive understanding
and guidance regarding members'
concerns for themselves, their spous-
es, or their children. As a result, mem-

bers didn't lose their jobs, families
were salvaged, and their children went
to college.

It's interesting to .note that I have

never known a management person
who was refused help by a union's
program!

Unions have, for more than three
decades, been the lifeline for offering
and providing immediate remedial

assistance for those caught up in the
progressive devastation of alco-
holism/chemical dependency and

leading their members gently, firmly
onto the pathway of recovery.

Sadly, there will be no headlines,

no feature newspaper articles, no spe-
cial awards. Their dedicated efforts
don't make tele~~ision news programs.

But every day, the quiet, effective
work of union interventionists is
being provided at thousands of work-

sites and is turning workers' lives
around.

Thousands of people employed by
companies and represented by unions
have been restored to being produc-

tive Americans, and their families have

been salvaged from the horror of pro-
gressive alcoholism chemical depen-

dency. This must not be left unknown

or forgotten.
What a tremendous contribution

to the American way of life the unions

have accomplished. They did and are

doing the job.
I salute my Brothers and Sisters in

organized labor! So let's hear it for the

unions! Q
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AN INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE FOR

ALCOHOL AND DRUG ADDICTION PROFESSIONALS

DECEMBER 3 — 6, 1997

THE MARRIOTT MARQUIS, ATLANTA, GEORGIA

SECAD/97 Tonic AxEAs

ADOLESCENT TREATMENT •MANAGED CARE •ELDERLY ADDICTION

CHRONIC RELAPSE •DOCUMENTATION •ETHNICITY &TREATMENT
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WOMEN'S ISSUES •PEER ASSISTANCE GROUPS
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Conferences
~CV~/orksho sp

EACC-Approved WorKshops
and Seminars

EAPA Pyramid Chapter

September 19 in Memphis, "Getting the Acts—
Drug Testing and Substance Abuse Treatment in
the Public Sector," 2 hrs.; contact Mychell Mays-
M itchel1. 901-458-4000.

EAPA New Jersey Chapter

The following workshops will be offered in New
Brunswick: September 26, "Why Can't You Be More
Like Me," 2 hrs.; November 21, "HR Management,"
2 hrs.; December 19, "Feel Better in 15 Minutes or
Less," 2 hrs.; contact Barbara Sherman, 908-255-
3658 or (beeper) 908-840-2410.

Upper Valley Medical
Centers/Stouder Memorial Hospital

September 26 in Piqua, OH, "Special Challenges
for the Aging Client in the Behavioral Healthcare
Continuum," 6 hrs.; contact Tami Yahle, 937-332-
8593.

EAPA Kentucky Chapter

September 9 in Louisville, "Crack and Ice: Trends
and Treatment," 1 hr.; October 14 in Louisville,
"Conducting Return to Work Meetings," 1 hc;
contact Jim Howard, 502-629-2193.

Mayo Clinic Intensive
Psychotherapy Center

October 24-25 in Rochester, MN, "Psychiatry in
Practice: Honoring Tradition, Incorporating
Innovation," 9.5 hrs.; contact LuAnn Buechler,
507-266-4549.

EAPA West Virginia Chapter

August 26 in Clarksburg, "Overview of CISD
Training," 1.5 hrs.; October 28 in Charleston,
"Assessing Chemical Dependency," 1.5 hrs.; con-
tact Stephen S. Mason, 304-747-1780.

MCC Behavioral Care

The following workshops will be held in Eden
Prairie, MN: August 27, "FRIBA and EAP," 1 hr.;
"Substance Abuse in the Workplace," 1 hr.;
October 22, "Downsizing and EAP," 1 hr.;
November 19, "EAP and Union Interface," 1 hr.;
December 17, "EAP Principles," 1 hr.; contact
Michelle Sammons, 612-996-2485.
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EAPA Pacific Northwest Chapter

December 17 in Seattle, "EAP's Link with Labor,"
1.5 hrs.; contact Thomas E. Lund, 206-329-5255.

Other WorKshops of Interest

Queen Mary Centre

September 1-5 in Hanmer Springs, New Zealand,
"Family Counseling for Addictive Disease." For
more information, call +64-03315-7016; (fax)
64-03-315-7449; (e-mail) tclaunch@aol.com OR
100244.2527@co m puserve.com

Institute for Behavioral
H ea Ith ca re/Ce ntra L i n k

September 16-20 in Chicago and September 20-
24 in Washington, D.C., "Behavioral Healthcare
Tomorrow."September 20-21 in Washington,
D.C., "The Global Congress on Mental Health and
Addiction Treatment Financing, Management, and
Services." October 16-17 in Fort Lauderdale, FL,
"Medicare Managed Behavioral Health: Strategies

antl Solutions for Marketing, Contracting, and
Providing Geropsych Services"; November 10-12,
"The Primary Care/Behavioral Healthcare Summit."
For program information call 415-435-9821.

The EAP Institute

September 24-25 in Waterford, Ireland, "12'h
Annual EAP Conference." For program informa-
tion, call Margaret Bible at+353-51-855733; (fax)
+353-51-876322.

The EAPA North and South Georgia
Chapters invite you to attend our First
Annual Statewide Conference, September
26-27,1997, St. Simon's Island, Georgia.
Keynote speaker: EAPA C00 Sylvia Straub.
Registration: $85 members; $110 non-
members. PDH/CEU applications pending.
Call Carla Anderson, 404-639-2830; (e-
mail) Carla@EAPAssociation.org; (web)
http://www. EAPAssoci ati on.o rg

ASE ANAGEMEI~T
WINDOWS COMPATIBLE

...the easy way!:
Now you can...
• Organize Client Records

$ELF-CONTAINED •Maintain Resource Lists
• Match Providers to Client's Needs
• Evaluate Program Effectiveness
• Prepare Reports and Summaries

AFFORDABLE • • •ALL FROM YOUR DESKTOP COMI'UT'ERI~

And, you'll...
• Save Money
• Reduce Administrative Overhead
• Decrease the Burden of Managing Data

LABOR SAVING

CaseManage~
~ . The easy-to-use, Windows compatible,

EAP Information Management System
~ -• •

OFFICE AUTOMATION GROUP

~ (714) 831-6680



RECEIVE THREE FREE PAMPHLETS!
Check the boxes of the three you'd like to see:

❑ HH-002 Stimulants

❑ HH-003 Preventing Alcohol &Other Drug Use

❑ HH-004 Cocaine &Crack

❑ HH-005 Marijuana

❑ HH-006 Inhalants

❑ HH-007 Hallucinogens

❑ HH-008 Depression

❑ HH-009 Codependence

❑ HH-010 Alcohol

❑ HH-011 Sexually Transmitted Diseases

❑ HH-012 Eating Disorders

❑ HH-013 Narcotics

❑ HH-014 Youth, Alcohol, &Other Drugs

❑ HH-015 Tobacco

❑ HH-016 Helping a Friend with a Drinking Problem

❑ HH-017 Drinking, Drugging and Driving

❑ HH-030 Substances and Seniors

❑ HH-031 Improving Family Relations

❑ HH-032 Children and Divorce

❑ HH-033 Coping with Grief and Loss

❑ HH-034 Improving Self-Esteem

❑ HH-035 Living with Someone Who is Depressed

❑ HH-036 What is Post-Traumatic Stress?

❑ HH-037 Child Sexual Abuse

NEW PAMPHLETS!!!!
❑ HH-047 Compulsive Gambling

❑ HH-048 Anger Management

❑ HH-049 Parenting and Positive Discipline

❑ HH-050 Stress

❑ HH-051 Prescription Drug Abuse

❑ HH-052 Balancing Work and Family

❑ HH-053 Caring for an Aging Loved One

❑ HH-054 Managing Finances

C.'

Title

Address

~ Zip/Postal

To receive three FREE samples,
complete the following and fax to

810-588-6633

Phone

State/Prov

Create Your Own
Prevention Resource

Center With

HELPIN

PAMPHLET
Deliver easy-to-read, concise information on a
wide range of behavioral subjects. Ideal for

• Workplaces and schools
• EAP, student assistance and wellness

programs
• Screening and referral centers
• Mental health and substance abuse

treatment programs

Pamphlets can be personalized with your
organization's name to increase their value as a
referral tool `,._

Or for $10 (includes shipping and handling charges)
you may receive a complete sample pack that

includes one each of 32 titles. Orders outside the U~
and Canada must be prepaid. Send your purchase
order or payment (in U.S. currency) payable to:

Performance Resource Press, Inc.

1270 Rankin Drive, Suite F •Troy, MI 48083-2843

or CA~~ 800-453-7733
For faster service, place your order on a credit card

(Master Card or Visa).
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Certification
U datep
C~~ rou S ~v~e Sov2eA~~ice?
by Steven Posen, CEAP, EACC Chair

he CEAP credential continues
to be the only certification for
employee assistance practi-
tioners in the world. In May

1997, more than 250 candidates sat
for the exam, and applications for the
December 1997 exam have already
started to arrive. EA professionals are
learning about the new requirements
to apply for the exam and EAPAs
Certification Department is working
hard to answer questions and to help

candidates properly prepare their
applications. Candidates must have
their professional development hours
(PDHs) approved before submitting
their applications. This will help
everyone to negotiate more successful-
ly the requirements for certification.
Like all other groups that monitor pro-
fessional certification, the EACC has
established prerequisites that must be
met and, at the same time, must'realis-
tically reflect the profession's knowl-
edge and practice.

Now is the time to look ahead to
1998. Beginning with the May 1998
examination, candidates will be
required to provide documentation of
24 hours of advisement over a six-
month period. This means that in
order to apply for the May 1998 exam,
candidates will need to begin their
advisement period by October 1997.
Advisors must be current CEAPs in
good standing and may not charge a
fee for advising a candidate. Advisors
will receive PDHs for their time.

Advisement may be offered indi-
vidually or in groups, and the call has
gone out to the chapters to develop
opportunities for CEAPs to serve as
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advisors to the chapter's membership.
Advisors can meet with candidates in
person (the preferred method), over
the telephone, and even over the
Internet. The EACC's Advisement Guide
is available simply by making a tele-
phone call to the Certification

To apply fov~ tL~e
M~xy 1998 ex~x~,
c~zvtclicl~tes will
v~ee~ to be~iv~ thew'
~zclvise~ev~t pev~io~
by o~tobev~ 1997.

Department at the EAPA Headquarters.
Becoming a. CEAP Advisor offers

you several opportunities to:
• earn PDHs in content area 3 (1
PDH for every two hours of advise-
ment)

• learn about the challenges facing
new EA professionals

• become a leader in your local chap-
ter

• share your knowledge and wisdom
about FAP
I have heard from many CEAPs

over the past two years and one theme

stands out. Many CEAPs believe that
there are applicants for this credential
who understand only a single dimen-
sion of employee assistance practice.
Indeed, as the profession matures
there seems to be a tendency for
increased specialization and with this
comes the trap of locking practitioners

into narrower roles. Many conduct
assessments only and do not have the
opportunity to provide key personnel
consultation. Others may spend most
of their time casefinding but are not
exposed to areas of organizational
needs assessment or the linkages out-
side of an organization. Where is the

opportunity to learn about the "big
picture"?

Becoming an advisor offers each of

us the chance to help our less experi-

enced colleagues learn about the many

facets of EAP work. The Advisement
Guide lays out the content area to be

covered in advisement sessions. But
each advisor and candidate will be
able to customize their sessions to

assure that the candidate gets a bal-

anced review of EA programming. I use

the word "review" because CEAP can-
didates have already been in the field
for a minimum of two years. The
advisement period should serve to
aclrnowledge the candidate's practice
and to also identify areas that the can-

didate needs to learn more about.
Becoming an advisor is a concrete

way for each CEAP to ensure that our

field remains vital and focused on all
of our core services. It is a chance for
us to reflect on our own practices and

to assess our own strengths and weak-
nesses. And perhaps most important,
it provides a vehicle for seasoned

CEAPs to share our values with those
who follow our e~mple. I hope you
will find the time and desire to con-
tribute to the EACC's efforts to
strengthen this credential and our pro-
fession. The rewards will be worth
much more than PDHs.
Thank you. Q
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EAP HOMEPAGE

Employee Assistance Professionals Association

How to Submit an Article to the
EAPA Exchange

The EAPA Exchange welcomes the opportunity
to review member submissions for publication
and to retain and use them as appropriate. The
Exchange also reserves the right to edit or
decline submissions as necessary. Published
articles by members do not necessarily reflect
EAPA philosophy or policy.

How to Contact EAPA
Staff by E-Mail

Sheree Clayton Thomas
Finance Director
EAPFINDIR@AOL.COM

Joni Reed Cooley
Certification Director,
EAPCERTDIR@AOL.COM

Mary Craigie
Membership Director
EAPMEMDIR@AOL.COM

Jeff Durkin
Office Manager
EAPOFFMAN@AOL.COM

Molly Marlatt
Resource Center Manager
EAPRESCEN@AOL.COM

Sheila Macdonald
Legislation and Public Policy Director
EAPLPPDIR@AOL.COM

Ruth Maupin
Accounts Receivable Manager
EAPRECMAN@AOLCOM

Ellen Miller
Annual Conference Director
EAPCONVDIR@AOL.COM

Juanita Padgett
Membership Manager
EAPMEMMANQAOL.COM

Kay Springer
Communications Director
EAPCOMMDIR@AOL.COM

Sylvia Straub
Chief Operating Officer
EAPCOO@AOLCOM

Kimberly Willis
Certification Manager
EAPCERTMAN@AOLCOM

Receptionist
EAPAMAIN@AOL_COM

The 1997 editorial calendar lists the main topic
of each magazine. Other topics of interest will
be included in each issue as space allows.
Articles should be 1400-2200 words long and,
whenever appropriate, charts, graphs, and/or
photos should be included. Because of space
limitations, the Exchange does not list refer-
ences but does encourage the reader to contact
the author for those references.

Authors should submit a hard copy of the
manuscript as well as a disk containing the
manuscript. Software should be compatible
with Microsoft Wortl 7.0 for Windows,l0 pt.
Times Roman.

In most cases, published articles will include a
photograph of the author; whenever possible,
please submit a photograph with the manu-
script. For more information, or to discuss
your topic before submitting it for publication,
please call the editor at 703-522-6272.

January/February
International EAPs:
Building a Brave New World

March/April
The New Technology: EAPs and the Internet

May/June
EAPs: Managing Risk for Better Health

July/August
Work and Family Issues

September/October
Managing Care as a Benefit

November/December
EAPA Public Policy
(to be distributed at annual conference)

I N T E R NAT I O N A L

• ASSOCIATION
Laeow • Mnr~naemerir • CONSU~TgNTs

EAPA Mission
Statement

To promote the highest standards
of practice and the continuing

development of employee assistance
professionals and programs.

How to Get Your Meeting in
the Conferences and
Workshops Section

Each issue of the EAPA Exchange includes
"Conferences and Workshops," a list of meet-
ings that have been approved for professional
development hours (PDHs) by the Employee
Assistance Certification Commission (EACC).
To get this free listing:

• Complete the forms for pre-approval of
PDHs (listed in the Training Provider's
Guide, available from the EAPA
Certification Department).

• Allow a minimum of 45 days for review
and approval by the EACC.

Those workshops that have been approved by
the time the magazine goes to press (in the
first week of January, March, May, July,
September, and December) will be listed. The
key ingredient is TIME. You must complete
the certification application process well in
advance of your workshop date to be listed in
the magazine. For more information about the
PDH approval process, call Kimberly Willis at
703-522-6272.

For information on buying advertising for your
conference or workshop, contact Marilyn
Lowrance, 703-538-5557.

HaveYouChanged
Your Address? ;

~ If you have moved and have not yet ~
~ informed EAPA Headquarters, please ~
~ contact Juanita Padgett, c/o EAPA ~
~ Headquarters, 2101 Wilson Boulevard, ~
~ Suite 500, Arlington, Virginia 22201; ~
~ (fax) 703-522-4585; (e-mail) ~
~ EAPMEMMAN@aol.com ~
1 1
1 Former Address: 1

1 1
1 New Address: 1
1 1
1 1
~ ~
~ ~
~--------------J
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FINALLY! Two new videos 1+o Introduce employees and supervisa^s i+~ EAP!
EAP Today: ORIENTATION ~ EAP Today: SUPERVISOR TRAINING
Our EAP customers spoke, and we listened. Working with one of the leading producers of EAP videos,
Pertormance Resource Press is pleased to introduce two videos that you'll want to make a standard
part of your EAP library. EAP Today: Orientation gives viewers the basics of the EAP—who it's for, how
it works and why if's available. Actual client success stories (using actors to protect confidentiai'rfy)
inspire viewers to use the EAP. EAP Today: SupeMsor Training helps supervisors overcome their five
biggest fears in referring an employee to the EAP. Both videos can be used regardless of the program
model—internal, external or integrated. They can also be used in marketing EAP services.

$149.00 FACl~TWO VIDEOS FOR 0111lY $249.00 SAVE $49.00
EAP Today: Orientcttion~ Item #Y(-430D • EAP Today: Supervisor Training. ftem #1/f-431 D •1W~o-video sets 1~9m #Vf-432D

ITEM
NUMBER BUANTIiY

ITEM
PRICE

TOTAL
PRICE

ORDER SUBTOTAL
TAX: Michigan orders: Add 6%sales tax
Canadian orders: Add 7% GST or 15%HST

SNIPPING AND HANDLING
Orders up to 5499.99 ........... 7°~
Over $500 ............................ 5%

Cmada, Hvvai. Alaska: Add t 5% of order totd (a
triiiTxm Ctwge Of $5.00 apples). Ocher CoUnfiBs
please cdl a FAX for ship~h9 ~~9~

ORDER TOTAL (PAY IN U.S. FUNDS)

MAIL ORDER FORM TO: PERFORNUWCE RESOURCE PRESS
1270 Rankin Dr., Suite F, Troy, MI 48083-2843
FPJC: 1-800-499-5718 or CALL 1-800-453-7733

METHOD OF PAYMENT: Charge, Check or Purchase Order
(You MUST attach purchase order)

Vsa MasterCard (circle one)

Card Number Expiration Date

Name on Card

Signature

Organization

City State/Prov ~IP/Postai Code

Phone FAX

uearl Return~fo- o__ Y _ ~_ ~_,__

When an injury occurs on the job...what can you do?

Learn how you can be part of the early return-to-
work process that is sweeping the country.

arty Return to-Work benefits everyone —workers, supervisors, teams and the organization.
These two new videos —one for supervisors and one for em-ployees — realistically and

dr+amatica►►y demonstrcrte how a change in attitude can revitalize not only an injured employee,
but also the entire organization.

EA PROFESS/ONALS CAN BE LEADERS, 
Call us and we will send

creating teams to: 
you a free 14-day preview!

u Improve communication and work relationships. T@I: (415) 383-2009 Fax: (415)383-5031
u Change attitudes and commitments to early return-to-work. 

e-mail: Buckley@Equinox.net
u Understand benefits of early return-to-work. 

mail: Buckley Productions, Inc.
u Explore options for Reasonable Accommodation. – 23g E. Blithedale Ave. Mill Valley, CA. 94947
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HOTEL REGISTRATION DEADLINE —
OCTOBER 10,1997
Hotel Information:

QBaltimore Hilton 6z Towers
20 West Baltimore Street
Baltimore, MD 21201-3285
Phone: 410/539-8400 Fax: 410/625-1060
Rate(s): $119.00 single/double
Three blocks from the Baltimore Convention Center,
and connected by an outdoor skywalk, the Baltimore
Hilton &Towers puts you within walking distance of the
splendors of the city. In addition to the lu~curious sur-
roundings of this elegantly restored vintage hotel, guest
can enjoy a variety of cuisine and fine dining at one of
the hotel's three restaurants.

Holiday Inn Inner Harbor Hotel
301 W. Lombard St=eet
Baltimore, MD 21201
Phone: 410/685-3500 Fax: 410/727-6169
Rate(s): $99.00 single/double
Located one block diagonally from the Baltimore
Convention Center, the Holiday Inn Inner Harbor fea-
tures 375 spacious guest rooms, indoor swimming pool,
exercise room, sauna, complimentary in-room coffee
makers, and full service dining in McKenna's Restaurant
& Lounge.

eHyatt Regency Baltimore
300 Light Street
Baltimore, MD 21202
Phone: 410/528-1234 Fax: 410/685-3362

800/233-1234
Rate(s): $115.00 single/double
One of the city's foremost hotels, the Hyatt
Regency is conveniently connected (by skywalk) to
Harborplace, the Gallery and the Baltimore
Convention Center. In addition, the Hyatt boasts
every amenity your could ask for -two restaurants, a
pool, health club, tennis courts, spectacular harbor
side views and more!

QSheraton Inner Harbor Hotel
300 South Charles Street
Baltimore, MD 21201
Phone: 410/962-8300 FaY: 410/962-8211
800/325-3535
Rate(s): $117.00 single/double
With 337 sleeping rooms that include in-room coffee
makers and fully stocked servi bars, the Sheraton
is the only hotel directly connected to the Baltimore
Convention Center. Guests can enjoy dining at
McHenry's Restaurant or catch year-round sports action
at the Orioles Bar.

eRenaissance Harborplace Hotel
202 East Pratt Street
Baltimore, MD 21202
Phone: 410/547-1200 Fax: 410/539-5780
Rate(s): $120.00-single; $140.00-double
Adjoining the Gallery Mall and connected to the
Harborplace pavilions and waterfront, the
Renaissance is also within three blocks of the Baltimore
Convention Center. Guest amenities include a superb
restaurant, two cocktail lounges,
and a health club with indoor pool.
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EAPA 26th ANNUAL CONFERENCE

• - •- ~ • •• C. • - 1

REGISTRATION FORM
By Mail: By FaY:
EAPA Registration Center 216/963-0319
P.O. Box 26042
Akron, OH 44319

Last Name First Name Credentials

Limit one credential

Title EAPA Member ID=

Company Affiliation (Use no more than 30 characters)

Address

City State 
~ 

Zip

Phone Fax

♦ Information following (t) will appear on the conference badge. 

~ 

Nickname

❑ Please check here if you require special services

FULL CONFERENCE REGISTRATION FEE :Includes conference materials, ATTENDEE PROFILE
workshops, exhibit ha11 access, International Reception, Sunday Box Lunch, Labor 1 O EA Program Administrator/Manager/Coordinator
Luncheon, Presidents Banquet and Awards Breakfast. You must reb ster on-site at 2 ❑ EA Program Counselor
the conference after October 27, 1997. 3 ❑ EA Consultant
Category Early Sird: From: 4 ❑ Dot/SAP Specialist

07/01/97 to 9/12/97 09/13/97 to 10/27/97 S ❑ Drug/Alcohol/Gambling/Addictions Counselor
❑ Member $449.00 $19.00 6 ❑ Educator/Research/Student
❑ Non-Member $549.00 $619.00 7 ❑ Marketing/Community Relations Representative

❑ New MemberY $449.00 $519.00 8 ❑ Personnel/Human Resources Representative

❑ Student $175.00 $200.00 9 ❑ Risk/Benefits Manager

"Join EAPA and receive this special rate by filling out the membership application on page _and 1~ ❑ ~7erapist/Z'ieatment PiOVitler

return with your conference payment. 11 ❑ Exhibitor
12 ❑ Union

ONE DAY CONFERENCE FEE (Includes Meal of the Day) Check all that apply:

❑ Sunday, Nov. 16 ❑ $150.00 Member ❑X175.00 Non-Member SPECIAL ACTIVITIES (additional Fee)
❑ Monday, Nov. 17 ❑ $150.00 Member ❑ $175.00 Non-Member

'`~ CEU $20.00 each❑ Tuesday, Nov. 18 ❑ $150.00 Member ❑ $175.00 Non-Member
~ Fun Run/Walk $25.00❑ Wednesday, Nov. 19 ❑ $75.00 Member ❑ $88.00 Non-Member
❑ Women's Breakfast $20.00

EAPA NATIONAL TRAINING COURSES ONLY: (See page_ for details on these courses) Registration Fee $

Please check which training courses) you plan to attend:
Training Courses Fee $'

Friday, November 14 Saturday, November 15

❑ Work/Family Balance ❑ Proving the Value/Marketing Myself
Package Fees $C Risk and Disability Management

Member Non-Member Special Activities $
Per course ❑ $249.00 ❑ $295.00

Conference fee +one training course ❑ $674-00 package ❑ $824.00 package New Member Dues $
Conference fee +one training course after 9/12 ❑ $744.00 package ❑ $894.00 package

Conference fee +two training courses ❑ $899.00 package ❑ $1099.00 package

Conference fee +two training courses after 9/12 ❑ $969.00 package ❑ $1169.00 package Total Due

PAYMENT IS DUE WITH REGISTRATION FORM: Please write registrants names) on the check.a
EAPA Can~ellacton Poltcy
`Cancellations must be in writing

Make checks payable to EAPA Annual Conference. Or charge to the following credit card: rCancellacions received after October 1S are not refundable.

❑ Master Card ❑Visa ❑American Express "All cancellations are subject to a $50.00 administrative fee.

Card = Exp. Date Office Use Only
Date Recd.

Check No.
Sign2ture Amt. of Check

Total
Daee eneered

Cardholder's Name
Entered by



THE EACC WELCOMES THESE NEW CEAPS WHO PASSED THE MAY 1997 EXAM

LAST NAME FIRST NAME CITY STATE LAST NAME FIRST NAME CITY STATE

POOLEY JEANNE RANCHO CORDOVA CA STAIGER CLARK E ENID OK

RANSOM KELLY ELLICOTT CITY MD STEINER ANITA E NORTH YORK CANADA

RENNER CAROLED ALBUQUERQUE NM STUCKMAYER LAVON RAE NORTH YORK CANADA

RICHEY MARY V DALLAS TX STYC KENNETH G SACRAMENTO CA

RICHMOND LEAH J MILWAUKEE W~ SWEENEY KATHLEEN CAMBRIDGE MA

RINGLING CHARLES P WICHITA KS
SWIFT KARLA G LIVONIA MI
TAYLOR ROBERT W LAS VEGAS NV

RIZZA FRANK T LAKE GROVE NY TEMPLEMAN SHARON C REDMOND WA
ROBERTS REGINA KNOXVILLE TN THOMPSON BONNIE SANTA MONICA CA
ROGERS DUANE E SAN DIEGO CA UNDERHILL KATHIE JACKSONVILLE FL
ROOP MARGUERITE M BARBERTON OH UPHUS KATHERYN MINNEAPOLIS MN
ROSS ORINDA S PORTLAND OR VANPELT JEFFREY N MIDLOTHIAN VA
RUANE PAULA G HARRISBURG PA VOLK KIMBERLY R DEKALB IL
RUFF RUTH A BAY CITY MI WAILD SR BRIAN P MEDINA NY

BUTTER NANCY YAKIMA WA WARD ELIZABETH RANCHO SANTA MARGARITA CA

RYAN LAURA A LAGUNA HILLS CA WATKINSON KEVIN S SHEFFIELD VILLAGE OH

SARFATTI EMILY E BROOKLYN NY WEBB MARTHA J WICHITA KS

SCHIESSER RANDAL L LA CROSSE W~ WEINEWUTH MARIS CHICAGO IL

SCHNEIDER MARLENE A OMAHA NE WEST JAMES R GREEK SC

SCHULTZ KRISTIN SAN FRANCISCO CA
WILLIAMS ALFRED CHICAGO IL
WILLIAMS DANE LYNCHBURG VA

SCHULTZ MARY BETH VALPARAISO IN
WILLIAMS SUSAN E BEAUMONT TX

SHERRING MARGARET S PRINCE RUPERT CANADA WILSON ELIZABETH FORT MCMURRAY CANADA
SMITH ALVIN F BATON ROUGE LA WILSON KATHLEEN PITTSBURGH PA
SNELL DEBORAH ORANGE CA WOEHL MARYB HOLLYWOOD FL
SOMMI ELLEN R OVERLAND PARK KS WOLFF LYNN B EDMONTON CANADA
SPATARO PATRICIA CLIFTON PARK NY YURKEWECZ PAULA OAKLAND CA
SPINK MARIE MANCHESTER NH ZEPP JANE WAUKESHA WI

The First Publication
for Every EAPA
Chapter Library!

2~~h Anxiversary Commemorative Journal

~51~ZANYPARTS
ONE PURPOSE

Available Now
from the EAPA
Resource Center!

EAPA has abrand-new exhibit, thanks to funding from Eli Lilly &Company. The exhibit made its debut at the annual
conference of the Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM), June June 22-25. It is also scheduled to appear
at Behavioral Healthcare Tomorrow in September and at the National Managed Health Care Congress in Los Angeles in
Novemher. Thanks to members of the Resource Center Committee and the Education and Training Committee who
helped craft the EAP messages.



WE'RE TEAMING WITH GREAT
IDEAS FOR 1997

Join us for the EAPA Annual Conference

BALTIMORE, one of the largest
cities in the United States, will

be the site for EAPA's 26th Annual
Conference at the Baltimore

Convention Center.
1::
~` - Your hosts, the

Chesapeake Chapter
- of EAPA, invite you

--=~,y- ~" to experience this tra-
ditional and modem city.

Baltimore renaissance has trans-
formed its Inner Harbor and sur-
rounding area into a fabulous play-
ground where you can mingle in
one of the world's most spectacular
waterfront settings!

♦ EA Professionals ♦Psychiatrists

♦ CEAPs ♦Social workers

♦ Union t Addiction
representatives counselors

♦ Nurses ♦ HR professionals

♦ Psychologists ♦Benefits mangers

Employee Assistance Professionals Association
• A 5 5 O G 1 AT 1 O N • 2101 Wilson Blvd., Suite 500, Arlington, VA 22201
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Employee Assistance
Professionals Association
2101 Wilson Boulevard
Suite 500
Arlington, VA 22201
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